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ABSTRACT 

In two-phase gas/liquid vertical upward flow different flow patterns can occur depending on 

the distribution of the phases. One of these flow patterns is slug flow which is a highly complex 

flow where most of the gas is located in large bullet shaped bubbles, termed as "Taylor bub

bles". These Taylor bubbles are separated by liquid slugs containing small bubbles. Due to the 

complex character of this flow, little is known about the main hydrodynamic flow parameters 

in the liquid slug such as void fraction and bubble frequency distributions in the liquid slug. 

Local void fraction and bubble frequency measurements were carried out by using two optical 

fiber sensors. One of the probes was installed at the center of the pipe in order to discriminate 

between the liquid slug region and the Taylor bubble region, while the second sensor was in

stalled at different radial positions in the pipe. In this way radial distributions of void fraction 

and bubble frequency were measured in the liquid slug. In order to obtain also the axial void 

fraction distribution, the output signals from the two optical fiber sensors were processed in a 

special way. Each liquid slug was axially divided into "windows" and in each of the windows 

the mean void fraction was calculated. 

The experimental results provide the detailed structure of the void fraction distribution in both 

axial and radial direction. These results are related to the velocity field structure behind the 

Taylor bubble. 

The present results allow to distinguish between three different regions in the liquid slug. The 

wake region, the transition region and the developed region. The wake region is the region near 

to the rear of the Taylor bubble where the flow pattern is mainly controlled by the shear forces 

due to the penetration of the falling liquid film into the liquid slug while the developed region 

is the region where the flow is developed and no changes occur. The transition region links the 

wake region to the developed region. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

A Cross-sectional area [m2] 

d Bubble diameter [m] 

D Pipe diameter [m] 

f Friction factor [-] 

g Gravitational acceleration [m s-21 
The window number in the liquid slug [-] 

J The number of considered Taylor bubbles [-] 

k Parameter depending on laminar or turbulent flow [-] 

l Length [m] 

m Parameter depending on laminar or turbulent flow [-] 

or: The number of bubbles in a window [-] 

M Mass flow rate [kg s- 1] 

n Refractive index [-] 

or: The number of considered liquid slugs [-] 

r Radial coordinate in the pipe relative to the centerline [m] 

or: The number of considered bubbles in a liquid slug [-] 

R Liquid holdup [-] 

or: Reflection coefficient [-] 

or: Pipe radius (=D/2) [m] 

Re Reynolds number [-] 

s Circumferential length [m] 

t Time duration [s] 

u Local velocity [m s- 11 
u Average velocity [m s- 11 

X Axial coordinate along the liquid slug or Taylor bubble [m] 

X Quality (MG / (MG +ML)) [-] 

y Radial coordinate in the pipe relative to the pipe wall [m] 

z Axial coordinate along the pipe starting at the air inlet [m] 
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Greek symbols 

Void fraction 

Film thickness 

Mass flowrate per unit peripheral length 

Dynamic viscosity 

Kinematic viscosity 

Density of the medium 

Surface tension 

Time passage of slug unit 

or: Shear stress 

Subscripts 

Bubble s 

Cap s 
End t 

Liquid film TB 

Fresnel tr 

Gas phase TR 

Liquid phase u 

Mixture w 

Maximum w 
Buoyancy induced 

Slug 

Superficial 

Terminal 

Taylor bubble 

Transition 

Translational 

Slug unit 

Window 

Wall 

[-] 

[m) 
[kg m- 1s- 1J 

[N s m- 2] 

[m2s-1] 

[kg m- 3] 

[N m-11 

[s) 

[N m-21 
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INTRODUCTION 

Gas/liquid two-phase flow in horizontal, vertical and inclined pipes occurs in a wide range of 

industrial applications, such as in the petroleum industry, chemical plants, heat transfer equip

ment with phase changes, nuclear reactors and geothermal energy production. 

The prediction of the pressure drop, heat and mass transfer in two-phase flow is a difficult 

task due to the existence of various flow configurations, differing from each other in the spatial 

distribution of the interfaces. These flow configurations are called flow patterns. The flow pat

tern depends on the operational variables, namely the gas and liquid flow rates, physical pro

perties of the fluids (density, viscosity and surface tension) and on geometrical variables 

(conduit shape, diameter and the angle of inclination). 

Vertical two-phase flow is usually classified into four basic flow patterns: bubble, slug, churn 

and annular flow. Figure I shows the different flow patterns for vertical two-phase flow. The 

flow patterns are ordered according to increasing gas flow rate fo relatively lo ljqui flow 

rates. In bubble flow the gas flow rate is low and the gas is confined in small discrete bubbles 

which are distributed in a continuous liquid phase. The bubbles are distributed fairly uniformly 

over the cross-section of the pipe. While increasing the gas flow rate, a transition is made from 

bubble to slug flow where most of the gas is located in large bullet shaped bubbles, termed as 

"Taylor bubbles", which are separated by liquid slugs containing small bubbles. A further in

crease in gas flow rate turns the slug flow into churn flow which is a chaotic flow where the 

structure of liquid slugs followed by large elongated gas bubbles is not clear. A further increase 

in gas flow rate turns the churn flow into annular flow where a liquid film flows adjacent to 

the pipe wall and the gas flows in the center core. The gas core may contain entrained droplets. 

Note that at high liguid flow rates, finely dispersed bubbles may also exist at high gas flow 

rates because in this region the turbulent forces are strong enough to shatter and disperse the 

gas phase into small bubbles, thus suppressing coalescence. 

The present work has been carried out in vertical slug flow which is one of the most complex 

flow patterns with unsteady characteristics. The Taylor bubbles, which occupy almost the whole 

cross section and consist of most of the gas, are separated by liquid slugs containing small bub

bles. The liquid confined between the Taylor bubble and the pipe wall flows around the Taylor 

bubble in a thin falling film. 

The schematic geometry of a developed slug flow is shown in figure 2. The slug body with 

length lu is divided into two main sections: the liquid slug region of length fs and the Taylor 

bubble region of length ~B. Although the liquid slug zone is aerated by dispersed bubbles, it 

forms a competent bridging and there is no direct connection between two successive Taylor 
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bubbles. The liquid holdup within the liquid slug zone is designated as Rs= l -O!s. The average 

liquid velocity in the liquid slug body is designated as ULs whereas the average axial velocity 

of the dispersed bubbles in the liquid slug is designated as Ub· Note that these two velocities 

are not necessarily the same due to buoyancy effects. The Taylor bubble zone consists of a 

liquid film and a Taylor bubble. In vertical pipes a complete axial symmetry is assumed, the 

bubble is in the center of the pipe and a thin film flows around it adjacent to the pipe wall. 

The translational velocity of the Taylor bubbles, UTR, is the velocity at which the Taylor 

bubble propagates downstream. If one moves at a velocity UTR, the slug picture is seen as 

frozen in space. The liquid velocity in the liquid film is designated as Uf and that of the gas 

UG· 

The physical models for the prediction of the hydrodynamic parameters in slug flow which 

have been suggested in the recent years, all require input information about the liquid slug 

length, f.s , and the liquid holdup within the liquid slug, Rs. 

J:h UJ"pQSe of the present investigation is to perform a thorougfi stuay of the axial and radial 

oidage distribution in the iquid slug as well as the slug length distribution. The experiments 

performed in the course of the present study allow to extract some additional important param

eters such as the bubble frequency distribution and the Taylor bubble length and shape. The 

J obtained results are compared to available theoretical predictionJ . 
/ 
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Figure 2: The schematic geometry of a developed slug flow. 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

Experimental research forms most of the basis for the modeling of two-phase flow. A lot of 

research has been focussed on void fraction measurement. The knowledge of the void fraction 

in industrial processes can be important for a variety of reasons i.e.: 

I) If valuable materials are being processed, the holdup of such materials in the system is 

often economically significant. 

2) In the design of boiling water nuclear reactors, estimation of the neutron absorption by the 

liquid is of direct importance. 

3) The gravitational and accelerational components of the pressure drop m two-phase flow 

are both dependent on the void fraction. 

A large number of methods have been developed to measure the void fraction. These void 

fraction measurement methods can roughly be divided into three main categories: local, cross

sectional averafJ)and volu~ ic average void fraction measurement methods. 

Both in bubble and in slul o ow, void fraction measurements have been carried out in order to 

measure the total averaged void fraction and the radial void fraction distribution in the pipe. 

The radial void fraction distributions in bubble flow, measured by different researchers, do not 

agree very well and different distribution shapes were obtained, varying from "saddle-shaped" 

distributions to distributions having a maximum in the center. There is no consensus regarding 

the mechanisms that are responsible for the various profiles obtained in different experiments. 

2.1 Void fraction measurement methods 

In the following different void fraction measurement methods are discussed. The methods are 

divided into three main categories. 

2.1.1 Local void fraction measurements 

Local void fraction measurements are carried out by probing techniques. The advantage of 

these techniques is their almost instantaneous response to voidage variations and therefore they 

I/ have been used for transient measurements. At ~resent the following techniques are most 

commonly used: 

I) Electrical conductance probe: The operation principle of the electrical conductance probe in 

two-phase flow is based on the difference in conductivity between the phases. In an air/ water 
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system the conductivity of air is negligible and therefore air is detected easily at the probe tip 

as the conductivity equals almost zero when the probe tip is immersed in air. Electrical conduc

tance probes have been used for voidage measurements by V.d.Welle [I], Serizawa [2], Barnea & 

Shemer [3], Zun [4], Zun & Moze [5], Herringe & Davis [6]. 

2) Optical probe: The operating principle of the optical probe in two-phase flow is based on 

the reflection variation at the probe tip, depending on the phase in which the probe is 

immersed. As the fiber is immersed in a medium with a refractive index different from its own 

index, reflection at the fiber end increases with the index difference. The "Fresnel" reflection 

coefficient at the optical fiber end is given by [7]: 

(I) 

where n1= Refractive index of core glass (n1~1.42) 

n0= Refractive index of adjacent medium; Dair=l.0, nwater=l.33 

Thus, an air bubble arriving at the fiber tip is therefore easily detected thanks to a sudden ref

lection increase and the instantaneous phase at the fiber tip is known. 

3) Hot wire anemometry: The operating principle of a hot wire anemometer in two-phase flow 

is based on the larg1~ difference in heat transfer coefficients between the gas and the liquid 

phase. The basic components for two-phase measurement with anemometry consist of a hot 

wire anemometer, a control unit and a recording unit. The resistance of the probe is set at a 

value corresponding to a desired probe temperature. If the probe resistance starts to depart 

from the preset value due to a change in temperature, the control unit responds with a change 

in current to maintain a constant probe temperature. Thus the phase at the probe tip can be 

determined from the recorded power input signal. 

A disadvantage is that for a conductive fluid, an insulating coating has to be applied to the 

probe which can impede the frequency response of the probe. 

The application of hot-wire anemometry for two-phase flow measurements has been studied by 

Hsu et al.[8]. 

4) Radio-Frequency Probe: The Radio-Frequency Probe uses a high frequency oscillation 

(60-500MHz) which is sent to a coaxial probe and a reference cable that form the two arms of 



a high-frequency brid e. Whe the tip of the probe is surrounded by air, the bridge is balanced 

resulting in a zero v tage diff rence between the probe and the reference cable. When the tip 

of the probe is surr unded by iquid, the bridge is not balanced resulting in a non-zero voltage 

difference. A Ra 

Mao & Dukler [9]. 

probe for voidage measurements has been used by 

5) "Spill-Over" Probe: In the operation of a "Spill-Over" probe, a sample of the mixture is with

drawn from the main flow using an upstream facing probe and the voidage or liquid holdup 

can be obtained directly at the point of sampling. A disadvantage of this method is the intru

sion in the flow as the probe end should have a sufficiently large diameter in order to extract 

the sample mixture from the main flow. Voidage measurements with the use of the "Spill-over" 

Probe are reported by Chen et al. [10). 

2.1.2 Cross-sectional average void fraction measurements 

Cross-sectional average void fraction measurements can be carried out by the following meth

ods: 

1) Radio-active absorption and scattering methods: These methods are based on the attenuation 

of X-rays or 1-rays passing through materials. The absorption rate is exponentially dependent 

on the density of the material and the distance travelled through the absorbing medium. This 

method provides chordal mean voidage values and axial symmetry must be assumed to deter

mine an average void fraction for the whole pipe. 

The advantage of this method is that it does not disturb the flow. A problem is that radiation 

methods are difficult to manage safely and are expensive. Radio-active absorption and scatter

ing methods have been used by Vince & Lahey [11), Jones & Zuber [12), 

2) Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) technique: The operating principle of the NMR-tech

nique is based on the following. When nuclei possessing a spin angular momentum are intro

duced in a magnetic field they take up specific orientations and, in NMR-experiments, the 

amount of energy required for orientation is measured. In a water/ air system hydrogen nuclei 

are orientated in the magnetic field. The advantage of this technique is that it does not disturb 

the flow. A disadvantage is that the experimental setup and data reduction are complicated and 

the main use might be to calibrate other, more simple devices. This technique was studied by 

Linch & Segel [ 13 ]. 
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2.1.3 Volumetric average void fraction 

Volumetric average void fraction measurements can be achieved by the use of the so-called 

"Quick Closing Valves" method by which a certain portion of the two-phase mixture is trapped 

within a pipe section having one valve at each end. The valves are closed quickly and simul

taneously, thereby enabling the determination of the phase volumes after complete drainage of 

the heavier phase. The advantage of the Quick-Closing Valves method is that it can give accu

rate measurements of the volume average holdup which is a well defined quantity and there is 

no need for signal analysis or data processing. 

The disadvantage of the Quick-Closing Valves method is that for each measurement the flow in 

the test section has to be completely stopped and the method cannot provide void fraction fluc

tuations. 

The "Quick Closing Valves" method has been used by Fernandes [14]. 

2.2 Experimental research i uboJe::flow 

In the following voidage and velocity measurements are discussed. Long-time averaging could 

be performed due to the axial uniform voidage distribution. 

2.2.1 Voidage measurements 

The available results regarding the radial distribution of the void fraction in bubble flow are to 

some extend contradictory. In some experiments a "saddle shaped" distribution with a voidage 

peak near the wall was observed while other investigators report upon a void fraction distribu

tion having a single maximum at the centerline. In certain cases nearly flat voidage distributions 

were obtained. 

Serizawa [2] carried out experiments in order to measure the local parameters in bubble flow 

and to study the entrance effect upon the flow. The experiments were carried out in a 

water /air system in bubble upward flow in a vertical pipe of 60mm diameter under atmos

pheric pressure. A double sensor probe (electrical resistivity probe) was used to measure both 

the voidage profile and the bubble impact ratio (bubbles/ s). The ranges of the flow variables 

were: the superficial liquid velocity ULS = 0.30 to l .03m/ s; the quality 

X = MG /(MG +ML) = 0.0085 to 0.0900 per cent; the mean bubble diameter dm ~4mm. The 

air was injected radially along the periphery of the pipe through 84 holes of 1.5mm diameter. 

The measurements were carried out at three different positions from the air inlet device, 

Z/D = 10, 20 and 30 in order to study the entrance effects on the development of the two-
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phase flow. The parameter Z is the axial coordinate along the pipe starting at the air inlet 

device. A nearly fully developed flow was already attained at Z/D = 30. A "saddle shaped" dis

tribution in bubble flow was found for both the void fraction as the bubble impact ratio and 

the peak near the wall was the most pronounced in the low quality region. 

Herringe & Davis [6] carried out experiments in a water/air system in a 50.8mm diameter pipe 

in order to study the dependence of the development of the flow in axial direction on six dif

ferent gas inlet devices. Resistivity probes were used for voidage measurements at three differ

ent axial distances from the air inlet device, Z/D = 8, 36 and 108. The experiments were taken 

at nine different flow conditions and the liquid superficial velocity ranged from 

ULS = 1.88m/s to 6.13m/s while the gas superficial velocity ranged from UGS = 0.18m/s to 

3.0lm/ s. At each flow condition six different air inlet devices were used to study the depen

dence of the voidage distribution on the inlet conditions. The observed voidage profiles showed 

at Z/D = 8 a strong dependence on the type of mixing and at the same flow condition, differ

ent kind of voidage profiles, depending on the air inlet device, were measured at this position. 

As the flow developed, however, the voidage profiles developed into the same profile and 

differences had virtually disappeared at Z/D = 108. The observed radial profiles at Z/D = 108 

are all "saddle shaped" except for one inlet device where a single maximum at the centerline 

was observed. 

Zun [4] and Zun & Moze [5] carried out experiments in a water/ air system in order to study the 

dependence of the voidage profiles on the bubble size. The experiments were carried out at 

very low void fractions, using single nozzles as air inlet device that generate bubbles of a con

stant size. Zun [4] used a 25.4mm square plexiglass channel and took measurements at 45 widths 

from the air inlet device. The liquid superficial velocity varied from ULS = 0m/ s to 0.87m/s. 

Zun & Moze [5] used a 30mm square plexiglass channel and a 30mm diameter pipe and took 

measurements at sequential distances of respectively 40 widths or 40D from the air inlet device. 

The liquid superficial velocity equalled ULS =0.45m/ s. The results of both studies were more or 

less the same. "Saddle shaped" voidage profiles were observed at generated bubble diameters 

between d=0.8mm and d=3.6mm, while voidage profiles with a single maximum at the center

line were observed at generated bubble diameters lower than d=0.6mm or larger than d=5.lmm. 

Flat voidage profiles were observed at generated bubble diameters between d=0.6mm and 

d=0.8mm or between d=3.6mm and d=5.lmm. 

V.d.Welle [1] carried out experiments in an air/ water system in vertical upward flow in order to 

measure the local values of void fraction, bubble velocity and bubble size. The measurements 

were carried out in a 100mm internal diameter pipe by means of a resistivity probe technique. 

The flow conditions were taken for void fractions between o:=0.25 and 0.75 (cross-sectional 
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averages) and superficial liquid velocities of ULS =1.3, 1.7 and 2.lm/s. The air is injected 

through 600 ferrules and special measures were taken to ensure a uniform distribution of the 

incoming water flowing around the ferrules. The probe holder was mounted on a traversing 

unit attached to the test section at about 3.5m above the mixer. The void fraction measurements 

by resistivity technique were compared to void fraction values obtained by a 1-ray attenuation 

technique. The two different techniques agreed well to each other. The obtained void fraction 

distributions showed a single maximum at the centerline. 

In most of the discussed studies, "saddle shaped" profiles are observed but a lot of confusion 

exists as to which phenomenon the voidage peak near to the wall in bubble flow should be 

ascribed. Serizawa [2] ascribed the peaking phenomenon to hydrodynamic forces acting on a 

bubble, such as the Magnus force, and partly to the interactions between the bubbles and the 

wall, such as reflection or adherence. Herringe & Davis [6] showed that the voidage peak was 

not merely dependent on the inlet conditions as was assumed before but is a stable condition 

for low velocities. Zun [4] and Zun & Moze [5] ascribed the bubble size as the important par

ameter that governs voidage distribution. 

2.2.2 Velocity profiles 

Flat bubble velocity profiles were observed in bubble flow and approximations of the velocity 

profile by power law expressions were presented. The measurements of the local bubble veloci

ties were performed by double resistivity probes where the bubble velocity was calculated from 

the delay in response between the two probe tips. 

Both Serizawa [2] and V.d.Welle [I] concluded that the observed bubble velocity profile can be 

approximated by a power law expression. 

Herringe & Davis [6], who studied the axial development of the profiles, observed that the 

changes in the velocity profile are very small compared with the changes in the voidage pro

files. They concluded that the shape of the measured bubble velocity profiles was generally 

much flatter than a I/ 7th power law. 
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2.3 Experimental research i slug flow 

Few measurements of hydrodynamic parameters have been carried out in slug flow due to the 

complex character of the flow. The main problem is the non-uniform distribution of slug flow 

and its intermittent behaviour. 

2.3.1 Voidage measurements 

Longtime voidage averaging was carried out by Serizawa [2] and Zun [4] thus regarding the 

Taylor bubble and the liquid slug together. In these cases a void fraction profile with a single 

maximum at the centerline was observed as the Taylor bubbles, which consist of most of the 

gas, are located in the center of the pipe. 

Some measurements have been carried out, distinguishing between the Taylor bubble region 

and the liquid slug region and especially the axial voidage distribution in the liquid slug was 

studied. The observed axial voidage distribution in the liquid slug shows a high void fraction in 

the wake region close to the rear of the Taylor bubble and then drops down and levels off. 

Mao & Dukler [9] carried out experiments in order to measure local hydrodynamic parameters 

in the Taylor bubble region and the liquid slug region. The voidage measurements were taken 

in upward slug flow in a pipe with 50.8mm internal diameter and were carried with a Radio

Frequency Probe. The experiments were taken at five positions along the pipe, at 3.02, 4.24, 

5.46, 6.68 and 8.87m above the air inlet device. The air was injected radially along the peri

phery of the pipe through 80 holes of Imm diameter. The liquid superficial velocities ranged 

from ULs=0.049m/ s to 0.49m/s while the gas superficial velocities ranged from Uas=0.16m/s 

to 3.42m/ s. For the purpose of wall shear stress measurements an electrolytic solution contain

ing IN NaOH, 0.0lN K3Fe(CN)6 and 0.0lN K4Fe(CN)6 was chosen instead of water. The sur

face tension in this case is much lower than in an air-water system while the density and vis

cosity are very close to those for water at room temperature. 

The measurement of the axial voidage profile in liquid slugs was carried out in the following 

manner. A phase-existence function of gas for the i-th liquid slug was defined as: F Gi (x) = 1 

if gas is detected at x, and F Gi (x) = 0 if liquid is detected at x, where x is defined as the dis

tance from the top of the liquid slug in the direction of the trailing Taylor bubble. The varia

tion of the Radio-Frequency Probe output voltage with time was converted to the phase exis

tence function as each slug passed by multiplication of the time coordinate with the measured 

translational velocity of each slug. In this way the time coordinate for that slug was converted 

to axial distance along the slug. Then, the local void fraction was obtained for a series of fixed 

axial locations along each slug by taking the sample mean of the probe existence function for n 
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such slugs. In this way, the axial distribution of local voidage was reconstructed as a function of 

the axial position from a series of n individual realizations of slug passage. The five probe sig

nals from the different measuring locations were sampled at a sampling frequency of lkHz. 

Axial voidage profile measurements were taken at the centerline for all flow conditions. At all 

measured flow conditions, the axial voidage profiles in the center showed a high voidage at the 

top of the slug just behind the Taylor bubble which drops quickly through the wake and then 

levels off. 

In order to acquire information about the radial distribution, off-centerline measurements were 

carried out at one flow condition, UGS =0.76m/s and ULS =0.322m/s. The Radio-Frequency 

Probe was installed at r=0,5,10,15 and 20mm from the centerline. The observed voidage distri

bution in the liquid slug was essentially uniform with the exception of the measurement at 

r=20mm where a somewhat higher void fraction appeared near the end of the liquid slug. This 

being the same sort of voidage peak as has been observed in upward bubble flow. 

Apart from voidage measurements also wall shear stress and film thickness measurements were 

performed. Film thickness measurements in the Taylor bubble region were carried out by con

ductance-wire probes. The film thickness reaches an equilibrium value near to the end of the 

Taylor bubble of about 5t~2mm if the Taylor bubble is long enough. Wall shear stress measure

ments were carried out with an electro-chemical probe which is based on the relation between 

the mass transfer coefficient and the shear stress. The electro-chemical probe provided the 

magnitude and the direction of the wall shear stress r W . The results showed that for slug flow, 

r W , changes sign twice in a slug unit. The first takes place near the top of the liquid slug and 

the second near the nose of the Taylor bubble where the falling film is formed. With increasing 

gas flow rates r W changes sign farther from the top of the liquid slug because the liquid slug is 

more aerated and the falling film penetrates deeper into the liquid slug than before. 

Barnea & Shemer [3] measured the instantaneous void fraction at the centerline of a 50.8mm 

internal diameter pipe in a water/ air system in upward flow in order to study various flow pat

terns and the transitions between them. The air was injected along the periphery of the pipe 

through small holes. For the voidage measurements a conductive probe was used which was in

stalled at the centerline at 6m from the air inlet device. The probe output was sampled at a fre

quency that ranged from 6-8kHz depending on the value mixture velocity. The liquid superfi

cial velocity equalled ULS =0.0lm/s and the gas superficial velocity ranged from U GS =0.03 to 

6.0m/ s. The covered void fractions ranged from a=O. l to 0.8. The axial voidage profile in liquid 

slugs was reconstructed in the following way. The probe signals were processed to give binary 

signals representing the instantaneous void fraction at the centerline of the pipe. The binary 

signals were averaged over short time "windows" in the liquid slug so that the variance of the 

resulting short time averaged void fraction with time could be studied. The selected window 
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length was two pipe diameters long (2D), which is assumed to be the minimum length of a 

Taylor bubble. In slug flow, this kind of data processing enabled to distinguish between Taylor 

bubbles, where c~
20 

attains the value of unity, and the liquid slugs where a
20 

fluctuates 

around its mean value. In addition, histograms showing the measured distribution of bubble size 

were constructed. Both the variation in time of short time averaged void fraction a
20 

and the 

histograms allowed to distinguish between the different flow patterns. The average liquid slug 

length varied in the range from IOD-15D, practically independent of U GS . The average void 

fraction in the liquid slug is nearly constant over the total range of slug flow attaining approxi

mately a=0.25. The axial voidage distribution showed a high value relative to the mean void 

fraction close to the rear of the Taylor bubble and then dropped down and attained nearly the 

mean value. 

2.3.2 Velocity profiles 

Measurements of the velocity profiles in the liquid slug region were carried out in order to det

ermine at what location in the liquid slug the flow can be considered developed. The region in 

the liquid slug where the flow is not developed, characterized by an undeveloped velocity pro

file, gives an estimate of the extent of the wake region and for the minimum stable slug length. 

The behaviour of the wake region is ruled by the interaction between the negative filnjvelocity 

and the positive liquid slug velocity. 

Shemer & Barnea [ 15] carried out experiments in slug flow in order to measure the develop

ment of the velocity profile in the liquid slug behind the Taylor bubble. The minimum stable 

slug length was estimated and a mechanism for the overtaking and merging process of short 

slugs was suggested. The experiments were carried out in a 20mm diameter pipe of about 150D 

long. The velocity profiles along the liquid slug were recorded using the hydrogen bubbles 

technique where hydrogen bubbles are generated at a wire electrode with a diameter of a few 

micrometer. The generated hydrogen bubbles are then carried away upstream from the elec

trode at a velocity equalling the local velocity in the pipe. In order to measure accurately the 

development of the velocity profile in the liquid slug, the velocity measurements had to be per

formed at well defined positions relative to the front of the liquid slug and special care was 

taken to synchronize accurately the passage of the gas-liquid interface, the release of the 

hydrogen bubbles and the time of camera exposure. 

The experiments were taken at two flow conditions corresponding to liquid slug Reynolds 

numbers, Res=ULs D/v=IOOO for the case of laminar flow and Res=4000 for turbulent flow. 

The observed development of the velocity profile for Res=IOOO was as follows. In the immedi

ate vicinity behind the Taylor bubble the velocity profile is highly distorted by the falling film. 
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An annular mixing layer is generated due to the existence of two distinct velocities, in the cen

tral region a high upward liquid velocity and at the circumference the negative downward film 

velocity. At about x/0=2 the annular jet reaches the axis, causing a strongly disturbed velocity 

profile in the whole cross-section of the pipe. From here on, a gradual decay of the fluctua

tions occurs and at x/0=12 the velocity profile does not differ substantially from a fully devel

oped form. The parameter x is the axial coordinate in the liquid slug starting at the rear of the 

Taylor bubble. 

An estimate of the minimum stable slug length was acquired by determining the extent of the 

wake region behind the Taylor bubble. The stable slug length is the length were all Taylor bub

bles propagate at the same velocity. It is assumed that the propagation velocity of a Taylor 

bubble is related to the maximum value of the instantaneous velocity in front of it. This maxi

mum value decreases with the distance from the leading Taylor bubble due to the decay of the 

velocity fluctuations. Therefore, a Taylor bubble behind a shorter liquid slug moves faster than 

a Taylor bubble behind a longer one and takes it over. The merging process in the entire region 

is thus caused by the variation of the maximum instantaneous velocity along the liquid slug. 

During the merging process, the slug length increases until the velocity profile is fully devel

oped at the rear of the liquid slug and all Taylor bubbles propagate at the same speed. The 

minimum stable slug length is found to be about Ls /0=20. 

Campos & Guedes de Carvalho [16] carried out experiments in order to study the behaviour of 

the wake of Taylor bubbles, rising in liquids. They showed the dependence of the flow pattern 

in the wake upon the Reynolds number of the rising Taylor bubble, Re=UTR D/v. The size of 

the wake and the extent of exchange between the wake and the surrounding liquid is character

ized. 

The experiments were carried out in two transparent acrylic tubes with internal diameters of 

19mm and 52mm. The liquids used were water, glycerol and mixtures of the two in different 

proportions, covering a wide range of viscosities (µ=10- 3 to 10-1 N.s.m- 2). In order to visualize 

the flow of liquid in the wake of Taylor bubbles, two photographic techniques were employed. 

The first visualization technique was as follows. Two sections of transparent acrylic tube 

(I 9mm) were connected by a stainless steel ball valve. The lower part was filled with a red col

oured liquid while the upper part was filled with a colourless liquid . The ball valve was then 

fully opened and a gas bubble was released at the botttom of the section rising through the col

oured liquid into the colourless liquid. A photograph was taken as the bubble passed a section 

surrounded by an acrylic box filled with water to minimize distortion due to the curved wall of 

the column. Analysis of the photographs gave wake length, wake volume, Taylor bubble length 

and Taylor bubble volume. The other visualization technique was as follows. A transparent 

acrylic column of 52mm internal diameter was placed inside a parallel-sided acrylic box filled 
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with water to minimize distortion. The gas bubbles were introduced at the bottom of the 

column by means of a manually operated ball valve and the pictures were taken by a camera 

which traveled vertically upwards at the same velocity as the bubbles. Small air bubbles were 

used to trace the movement of the liquid. The measured values of the wake length and wake 

volume were not very accurate but a good view of the flow field was obtained. 

The observed flowpatterns in the wake are as follows. For Re<l80 the wakes are axisymmetric 

while in the range 180<Re<304, the vortex ring in the wake starts to oscillate. At higher values 

of Re, the flow in the wake is described as turbulent, but the recirculatory motion in the wake 

is still obvious. In figure 3, the liquid stream line structure, for low Re-number, around a 

Taylor bubble with length L rising at a velocity UTR in a vertical pipe with internal diameter 

D is shown, relative to a frame of reference moving with the Taylor-bubble. The length of the 

wake region is l. 

The dependence of the wake volume and wake length on the Taylor bubble length at low Rey

nolds numbers for the 19mm internal diameter tube is also determined. Both for the wake 

volume and the wake length there limiting values exist corresponding to long Taylor bubbles, 

depending on the Reynolds number. This is because the velocity profile in the liquid film, sur

rounding the Taylor bubble is insensitive to Taylor bubble length for Taylor bubbles exceeding 

a certain length and it is this velocity profile which determines the flowpattern in the wake. 

Both the limiting wake length and the wake volume increase linearly with increasing Reynolds 

number (Re<800). The extent of the exchange between the wake and the surrounding region 

was characterized from the amount of tracer (coloured liquid) carried by one wake. In laminar 

flow the tracer volume increases with increasing Re-number as the wake is more or less 

"closed". A further increase of the Re-number leads to a sudden drop in tracer volume as the 

wake begins to "leak" mainly at the centerline. 
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The liquid streamline structure around a Taylor bubble rising 

in a vertical pipe at the translational velocity, UTR, relative 

to a frame of reference moving with the Taylor bubble. 
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3 THEORETICAL MODELING OF SLUG FLOW 

A schematic diagram of a developed slug flow has been presented in figure 2. Large Taylor 

bubbles of length 1'B, move steadily upward with a translational velocity UTR. These bubbles 

are long cylindrical voids having a curved nose and a flat tail. The Taylor bubbles are followed 

by liquid slugs containing small bubbles that are distributed almost uniformly over the pipe 

cross section and over the length of the liquid slug, with a bulk void concentration, as (=I-Rs). 

The liquid film is decelerated along the Taylor bubble until it reaches a zero velocity and 

changes direction to a falling film. The film thickness, o(x), is continually narrowed until it is 

stabilized under the action of the friction force r W (x) at the wall (if the bubble is long 

enough). In this case the film attains its terminal film thickness 0t, and the corresponding ter

minal velocity, U ft . 

The slug unit length, lu, and the liquid holdup and velocity of the film at the bottom of the 

bubble will now be predicted on the basis of the above described structure. 

3.1 Hydrodynamic parameters in the liquid slug region 

Assuming incompressible flow the total volumetric flow rate, UM A, is constant across any 

cross-section, therefore: .1 ,_D • ~, 1 , • .. I/ ~?L~.A lh-¼ f1eJ. 
~ J, · \lM. ~ ' "'--4(. l . 1v- s= OlsL><.J >'\JW>- ct.W.v<-~-- -¾r· 0 J-l~ ~:1_ 'J-r ,f d;J ., . . 

r UM = ULS + UG~ = ULs (I-as)+ Ubas ~ M-- rk., ~ (2)
1 

W ' h. or _" () C') I . \__ ,. t rwv..,..;.(f._rk).tl,t.,1v,o.Jt,J..tw f 
aJ lA r = -wi Ls . {a- ; fw'ei<.(,lV Nit. Jv,Qj, t:Jv..~~ ~tr h~a . , 

where UM is the mixture velocity, U LS and U GS are the liquid and gas superficial velocities, 

ULs is the velocity of the liquid in the liquid slug, Ub is the velocity of the gas bubbles in the 

liquid slug and os the void fraction of the liquid slug. 

The translational velocity of a Taylor bubble is given by [17): 

UTR = 1.2 UM + 0.35 v'gD (3) 

where D is the pipe diameter. 

The body of the liquid slug is assumed to behave as a fully developed bubble flow. The average 

axial velocity of the bubbles, Ub, can be expressed by: 

(4) 
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where U0 , the bubble rise velocity due to buoyancy, is calculated by [18): 

(5) 

Using equations (2) and (4) expresses the liquid velocity in the liquid slug by: 

(6) 

For large diameters pipes the gas velocity in the Taylor bubbles UG exceeds that of the dis

persed bubble, Ub [19). The liquid film seems to be essentially free of small bubbles. The phy

sical picture that is consistent with the above description is that the dispersed bubbles in the 

liquid slug coalesce at the nose of the Taylor bubble, while gas bubbles are re-entrained from 

the back of the Taylor bubble into the liquid slug. 

3.2 Hydrodynamic parameters in the Taylor bubble region 

A liquid mass balance can be carried out in two ways. First of all a liquid mass balance over a 

slug unit results in: 

(7) 

or 

(8) 

where r is the time for passage of a slug unit, ls is the length of the liquid slug, ¾-B the length 

of the Taylor bubble and lu the length of a slug unit, Rf is the local holdup of the liquid film 

(=Af / A), Uf is the corresponding average film velocity (positive for upward flow) and x is an 

axial coordinate along the film (figure 2). 

Secondly a liquid mass balance relative to a coordinate system that moves with a translational 
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velocity, UTR, yields: 

/ 

where Rs is the average liquid holdup within the liquid slug ( = I -as). 

Inserting equations (9) and (2) into (8) results in 

(9) 

(10) 

For sufficiently long bubbles gravity in the film is balanced by wall shear forces and the film 

thickness attains a terminal constant value, 6t, which is given by the Wallis correlation [20]: 

( 11) 

where r is the mass flow rate per unit peripheral length given by: 

(12) 

and Uft is the terminal velocity of the developed falling film. The parameters k and m for 

laminar flow equal 0.909 and 1.3 respectively. For turbulent film flow (Rer = 4f/µL > 1000) 

k=0.0682 and m=2/3. 

The liquid holdup in the film Rr(x) is directly related to the film thickness, o(x), by 

2 

Rr(x) = 4 °g> -4 [ 
0g>] (13) 

equation (11) together with (13), (9) and (6), can now be solved to yield the solution for the 

terminal film velocity Uft and the terminal film thickness, 5t, or the terminal film holdup Rft. 
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3.3 The Taylor bubble shape and length 

In order to obtain a solution for the shape of the Taylor bubble given by the liquid filmthick

ness along the Taylor bubble o(x), an expression for the liquid filmvelocity along the Taylor 

bubble Ur(x) has to be found. 

A solution can be obtained that considers frictional losses along the total length of the Taylor 

bubble. The momentum equation on the liquid film for this case is: 

(14) 

where: 

The values for f W were obtained from the Wallis correlation for the terminal film thickness c5t 

( eq.11 ). For turbulent film flow, the friction factor f W equals 0.0 IO 15 while for laminar flow 

fw = 24/Rer. 

Using the mass balance (9) results in the following differential equation for the filmvelocity 

Ur(x): 

[ 
1.. f l gp' D W 

(U -Ur)+ (U -U )R Ur !Uri 
TR TR Lss 

(16) 

wher7 p'= 1-pG/pL and Uf is positive for upward film flow and negative for downward flow. 

In order to find the Taylor bubble shape, equation (16) is solved numerically for the filmvelo

city Ur(x). The corresponding holdup of the liquid film Rr(x) is found by satisfying equation 

(9) and the liquid velocity in the liquid slug ULs is found by equation (6) where the liquid 

holdup in the liquid slug Rs is determined experimentally or by theoretical prediction (21]. The 

liquid holdup in the film Rr(x) is directly related to the liquid filmthickness o(x) by equation 

(13) and thus the shape of the Taylor bubble is known. 

The Taylor bubble length, ~B , is found by satisfying equation ( 10) where the liquid holdup in 

the liquid slug Rs and the liquid slug length lg are determined experimentally or by theoretical 

prediction. 
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In this work two solutions for the Taylor bubble shape will be considered. In the first case the 

presented model is applied to the total Taylor bubble length while in the second case the Taylor 

bubble nose is assumed to be spherical as was suggested by Dumitrescu [22], and the presented 

model is applied from the end of the spherical cap to the end of the Taylor bubble. 

Case 1: The taylor bubble shape and the Taylor bubble length ~B are found as described 

above. Equation (16) is solved numerically for the filmvelocity Ur with the use of the Runge

Kutta method [23]. The startvalues are taken as follows, x=O: Ur=ULs and Rr=Rs, where x is 

an axial coordinate starting at the bubble nose. The liquid film region is assumed to be free 

from entrained bubbles and all the gas is located in the Taylor bubble. This assumption results 

in a flat Taylor bubble nose as the liquid filmthickness (eq.13) o(O)<D/2 when Rr(O)<l. 

Case 2: In this case the Taylor bubble nose is spherically shaped with a diameter of Dc=0.75D 

for all cases as was suggested by Dumitrescu [22]. The liquid holdup in the liquid film zone of 

the spherical bubble nose region, Rrc(x), is assumed to decrease linearly from Rs in the liquid 

slug to Rfce at the end of the cylindrical cap: 

(17) 

where Rfce is given by 

A 02 
R l fee = l _ c 

fee= - A 02 (18) 

Starting at the end of the cylindrical bubble cap, the presented model for the Taylor bubble 

shape is used to solve the rest of the Taylor-bubble region with startvalues, x=Dc: Ur=Urce 

and Rr=Rfce. 

For the calculation of the Taylor bubble length the cylindrical bubble cap is taken into account 

and the mass balance of equation ( IO) is now given by: 

(19) 

where the first integration term from O to Re between brackets accounts for the cylindrical 

bubble cap. 
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4 EXPERIMENT AL SYSTEM AND METHODS 

In the following the layout of the experimental facility is described. Experiments have been 

carried out at eight flow conditions and the measuring procedure is described. The processing 

of the data is explained into detail. 

4.1 Layout of the experimental facility 

A schematic layout of the experimental facility is shown in figure 4. The system consists of a 

IO meter long rectangular steel column with a 50x50 cm cross section, supporting a transparent 

plexiglass pipe with inner diameter of 50.8mm, which is levelled with an accuracy of ±0.0 I 0• 

The steel column can rotate from horizontal to vertical position around its axis, which is located 

at I meter from the edge of the steel column. 

In figure 5, the lifting mechanism and inclination possibilities are demonstrated. Experiments 

can be carried out for upflow (figure 5A) in the range of 0° to 90° and for downflow (figure 

5B) in the range of 0° to -90° by reversing the inlet and outlet devices. The lifting mechanism 

(figure 5C) consists of a supporting "ladder" along which a pivot, attached to the test column, 

can slide. The test section is lifted to any desired angle by turning a handle which winds a cable 

that pulls the test section towards the top of the ladder. At any desired inclination angle the 

column is locked by a breaking system. 

Air-water supply: Air is supplied from a central high pressure line and passes through an oil 

filter and a pressure reducer. The pressure reducer maintains a constant gauge pressure of I 

bar. The air metering system consists of three gas rotameters with capacities of 2166, 182 and 

18.4 standard liter /min. A mercury manometer is incorporated to insure a constant inlet pres

sure. 

Liquid is supplied from a I 500 liter tank and is circulated in a closed loop through the system 

by a centrifugal pump. The centrifugal pump has a capacity of IO m3 /hr at 15m. The liquid 

flow rate is controlled by five rotameters with maximum capacities of 2x359.6, 75.7, 6.28 and 

1.01 liter/min. 

The inlet temperatures of the two phases are measured by two thermometers located at the 

entrance of the section. 

Inlet device: The inlet device which is used in the experiments, is a "mixer"-type inlet device. 

The air is introduced circumferentially into the pipe through uniformly distributed small holes 
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Figure 5: Inclination and flow direction possibilities of the experimen

tal facility. 
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with a diameter of about l mm. The length of the air inlet device is about 30cm. The water 

enters the inlet section in axial direction through a pipe with the same diameter as the test sec

tion. 

4.2 Measuring procedure 

The measurements were carried out in vertical upward flow in a pipe of 50.8mm internal 

diameter at eight flow conditions shown in table l. 

Flow condition ULS [m/s] UGS [m/s] UM [m/s] Flowpattern 

l 0.01 0.10 0.11 bubble flow 

2 0.01 0.25 0.26 slug flow 

3 0.01 0.63 0.64 slug flow 

4 0.01 1.56 1.57 slug flow 

5 0.10 0.41 0.51 slug flow 

6 0.10 0.63 0.73 slug flow 

7 0.25 0.41 0.66 slug flow 

8 0.75 0.75 1.50 slug flow 

Table l: Experimental flow conditions in bubble and slug flow 

The first flow condition is in bubble flow, close to the transition to slug flow, while the other 

flow conditions correspond to slug flow as is shown in the flow pattern map presented in figure 

6. 

The measurements were carried out with optical fi ber sensors which have the advantage of a 

very good frequency response and a very small fiber tip which does not disturb the flow too 

much. The specifications of the optical tools are given in appendix Al. Two optical fiber sen

sors were used both installed at the same axial position in the pipe at about 6m from the inlet 

device. One of the optical fiber sensors was placed stationary at the centerline of the pipe, thus 

performing only measurements at the centerline, and will be termed as the "centerprobe". The 

second optical fiber sensor, however, was installed in such a way that its radial position in the 

pipe could be easily changed. This was accomplished by a positioning system mounted on the 

pipe. The center probe serves as a reference which enables to determine the location of Taylor 

bubbles and liquid slugs, and to ensure constant experimental conditions at various radial posi

tions. 
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Measurements were taken at elev' radial positions in the pipe, including the centerline, 

y= 1,2,3,4,5,6, 7, 10, 15,20 and 25mm relative to the pipe wall. More measurements have been 

taken close to the wall due to the stronger gradients in this region. 

The measurement procedure was as follows. The experimental facility was placed horizontally 

and the second optical fiber sensor was positioned at a certain radial position. Then the experi

mental facility was lifted vertically and measurements were taken for all the chosen flow con

ditions. Care was taken to arrive at steady state conditions before starting the measurements. 

Each measurement took between 8 and l O minutes in order to acquire statistical meaningful 

data. After performing the last measurement, the whole procedure was repeated again until 

measurements had been carried out at all considered radial positions. 

4.3 Data processing 

The return signals from the two optical fiber sensors are amplified by an Opto-electronic 

module (Appendix A 1) to yield an analog output of two levels representing the instantaneous 

phase of the medium, present at the fiber tip. After calibration, the analog signal is "digitized" 

which enables a TTL (logic) output and gets rid of background noise. The two output signals 

from the Opto-electronic module are sampled continuously by a 12-bit A/ D converter with a 

sampling frequency of IOkHz per channel. The sampling frequency was taken this high in order 

to make sure that at high bubble velocities, small bubbles in the liquid slug would be detected. 

The sampling procedure was as follows. Sampling points were taken at the proper sampling fre

quency, switching between the two channels. Thus a sampling point was taken at the first 

channel, representing the centerprobe, and subsequently a sampling point was taken at the 

second channel and so on. The resulting sampling data was stored in a data file . 

In order to reduce the number of stored data points, the sampling data is processed as follows. 

Only those sampling points are stored where a transition is made from gas to liquid or vice 

versa. Between two successive transitions, no changes occur and extra sampling points between 

them are superfluous. Each sampling point is taken at a certain time, relative to the sampling 

start, and the times where a transition is made from gas to liquid or vice versa will be called 

the "transition times". The first transition to be stored is always a gas/ liquid transition. The res

ulting binary signal represents the time history of the phases at the fiber tip, and an example of 

the binary signal is presented in figure 7. A transition from liquid to gas is "up" and a transition 

from gas to liquid is "down". 

A bubble duration, Lltb, is given by the time difference between a liquid/ gas and the succes

sive gas/ liquid transition. 
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4.3.l Distinction between the Taylor bubble region and the liquid slug region 

In order to distinguish between the Taylor bubble and the liquid slug region, a minimum 

Taylor bubble length is assumed which equals twice the pipe diameter, 2D, except for flow 

condition 8 where a minimum Taylor bubble length of l D was applied. The corresponding 

minimum Taylor bubble time duration, AtTB (min), is found by multiplication of the minimum 

Taylor bubble length by the characteristic translational velocity as calculated by equation (3). 

Now from the transition times the duration of each bubble can be calculated and when a 

bubble duration exceeds or equals the minimum Taylor bubble duration, .0.tb ~AtTB (min), the 

bubble is considered to be a Taylor bubble and the transition times are stored as the "Taylor 

hf. , bubble transition times". 

ft',).). In this way the Taylor bubble transition times for the centerprobe have been determined and 

~J>,- thus the Taylor bubble and liquid slug region are defined. In order to define the same liquid 

W:• ~ slug region for both sensors, the Taylor bubble transition times for the centerprobe are imposed 

1\1\' · on the second sensor as well and therefore define unambiguously for both sensors the Taylor 

/ I\ bubble and the liquid slug region. 

~ From former research [15] it is known that two successive Taylor bubbles which are separated 

by a very short liquid slug, coalesce and create a larger Taylor bubble. Therefore a minimum 

liquid slug length of twice the pipe diameter is assumed. The minimum liquid slug time dur - ,, 

tion, AtLS (min), is found by multiplicating. the minimum length with the characteri tic transla- (j I:, .I. tit 
~~ L,,st 1 e: 

tional velocity. Thus the region between two successive Taylor bubbles is considered to be a 1 
liquid slug when the duration equals or exceeds the minimum liquid slug duration, QA ~ 
Ats~AtLS (min). If this is not the case then it is considered to be a minor disturbance in the i,.,,~-

Taylor bubble region and therefore part of the Taylor bubble. ~ · 1"""" 
The data processing in the liquid slug and Taylor bubble regions will now be discussed separ-

ately. 

4.3.2 Data processing in the liquid slug region 

In the liquid slug region the following parameters are to be determined: 

- The mean liquid slug length and the liquid slug length distribution. 

- The void fraction distribution in the liquid slug. 

- The bubble frequency distribution in the liquid slug. 

The liquid slug duration is given by the time difference between two successive Taylor bubbles: 
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(20) 

where tt1 (j) is the transition time of a Taylor bubble front and t2 (J. -1) is the transition of a 
r tr 

Taylor bubble rear. The parameter j defines the considered Taylor bubble. 

The average liquid slug length is calculated by adding up the liquid slug durations, dividing the 

total duration by the number of considered slugs and multiplying the average liquid slug dura

tion w1th the characteristic translational velocity: 

(21) 

where n is the number of considered liquid slugs. 

The mean void fraction averaged over the total length of the liquid slug at a given radial posi

tion, ox (y), is calculated by adding up the gas durations in the liquid slug and dividing it by 

the total liquid slug duration and is given by: 

n 

I>G 
0 x(Y) = 1 

n (22) 

L Ats 

l 

where n is the number of considered liquid slugs and tG is the total gas duration in a liquid 

slug: 

(23) 

where r is the considered number of bubbles in a liquid slug. 

In the liquid slug region as defined by the center probe the following situation can occur for 

the second sensor. The first encountered transition in the liquid slug can be a transition from 

gas to liquid and the last encountered transition can be from liquid to gas. In both cases, part of 

the bubble lies in the liquid slug region as defined by the centerprobe and another part lies 

outside of it. Now, if the first encountered transition in the liquid slug is a transition from gas 
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to liquid, the corresponding gas duration at the beginning of the liquid slug ( define by the 

center probe) is assumed to be part of the Taylor bubble at this radial position. The star of the 

liquid slug at this radial position is now determined by the first gac;/liquid transition ins ad of 

the of the transition determined by the centerprobe. The end of the liquid slug is always d ter

mined by the centerprobe and any part of a bubble duration at the end of the liquid slug is 

taken into account at any radial position. Note that for the centerprobe the first and the last 

encountered transition in the liquid slug region will always be a liquid/gas and a gas/liquid 

transition respectively. 

The information about the local void fraction, o:(x, y), and local bubble frequency, f(x, y), in 

the liquid slug is acquired in a different way. The liquid slug is divided into so-called "win

dows". The length of one window corresponds to a column of one pipe diameter, lw=ID. The 

first window starts at the top of the liquid slug (in all cases determined by the center probe) 

and the considered liquid slug is "filled up" with full windows, each new window starting at the 

end of the former one. Only full windows are taken into account, thus some space, smaller than 

one windowlength, might be left at the end of the liquid slug. The windows in each liquid slug 

are numbered, starting from window I at the top of the liquid slug. Thus each window number 

corresponds to a certain axial position in the liquid slug and the axial position in the middle of 

the window is given by x=(i-l/2)D, where x is the axial coordinate in the liquid slug starting at 

the rear of the Taylor bubble and i is the considered window number in the liquid slug. 

The determination of the local parameters was as follows. Short-time averaging of void fraction 

and bubble frequency was performed over each window separately and the short-time window 

averages were then averaged over a 100 to 200 measured liquid slugs. Thus the local void frac

tion and bubble frequency are averaged over an accumulated column length that varies between 

100D and 200D. 

The local void fraction and bubble frequency are given by: 

n n 

L tGw(i) I m(i) 

o:(x, y) = I and f(x, y) = I (24) 
n n 

Itw(i) Itw(i) 

I I 

where i is the considered window number in the liquid slug, m(i) is the number of bubbles det

ected in a certain window while tw(i)=lw(i)/UTR is the time duration of the window and 
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tGw (i) is the total gas duration in a certain window given by: 

(25) 

As has been explained, the beginning of the liquid slug may be different in the calculation of 

the mean void fraction at different radial positions, ox (y), if the first encountered transition 

for the second probe is a transition from gas to liquid. In the case of the calculation of the local 

void fraction, o(x, y), the start of the first window is always determined by the centerprobe 

thus ensuring the same axial position in the liquid slug for all radial positions of the second 

sensor. However, if the first encountered transition is a gas/liquid transition, the exact window 

number in which this transition occurs is determined. The start of the considered window is 

replaced by the gas/ liquid transition as determined by the second probe and the voidage is det

ermined in the rest of the window. Any former windows are not taken into account and thus 

the local void fraction, o(x, y), in the second or third windows might be averaged over more 

liquid slugs than the first window. 

In the windows themselves the following situations can occur. First of all it can happen that a 

bubble starts in a certain window and ends in the next window thus splitting itself into two 

windows. For the calculation of the void fraction in a certain window the total gas duration 

inside that window is taken into account, thus also a part of a bubble at the window borders. 

For the calculation of the local bubble frequency a part of a bubble in a window is counted as 

a whole bubble. Secondly it can occur that the bubble duration exceeds the duration of one 

window (near to the transition to churn flow). In this case the void fraction equals one in the 

whole window and one bubble occurrence is counted. 

After determining the local parameters in the windows, both the axial distributions at all mea

sured radial positions and the radial distributions at positions relative to the start of the liquid 

slug can be reconstructed. 

From the local void fraction, o(x, y), both the averaged cross-sectional void fraction at a given 

axial position, oy (x), and the mean void fraction, ox, y, are calculated. 

The averaged cross-sectional void fraction at a given axial position oy(x) is integrated over the 

cross-section as follows: 

.. 
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R 

oy(x) = 1r~2 foo(x, y)27r(R-y)dy (26) 

while the mean void fraction ox, y is integrated over the total liquid slug as follows: 

(27) 

where f.s is the liquid slug length and R is the pipe radius. The coordinate y is the radial coor

dinate in the pipe relative to the pipe wall. 

4.3.3 Data processing in the Taylor bubble region 

In the Taylor bubble region the following parameters are to be determined: 

- The mean Taylor bubble length and the Taylor bubble length distribution. 

- The shape of the Taylor bubble nose. 

The average Taylor bubble length is calculated for the centerprobe only. The Taylor bubble 

duration is calculated from the determined Taylor bubble transition times and is given by: 

~t = t2 (j) - t1 (j) 
TB tr tr 

(28) 

where t1 is the transition time of a Taylor bubble front and t2 is the transition time of a 
tr tr 

Taylor bubble rear. The parameter j characterizes the considered Taylor bubble. 

The average Taylor bubble length is calculated by adding up the Taylor bubble durations, 

dividing this by the number of considered Taylor bubbles and then multiplying the average 

Taylor bubble duration by the characteristic translational velocity. The average Taylor bubble 

length is given by: 

(29) 

where j is the number of considered Taylor bubbles. 
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A different approach is taken to determine the shape of the Taylor bubble nose. The Taylor 

bubble transition times are now determined for both sensors, using the minimum Taylor bubble 

length criterium as has been described before. Now, considering the same Taylor bubble for 

both sensors, the time difference between the start of the Taylor bubble, determined by the 

centerprobe ttrl , and the start of the Taylor bubble, determined by the second probe ttr
2

, is 

calculated as follows: 

(30) 

This time difference is averaged over all considered Taylor bubbles and when multiplied by the 

characteristic translational velocity, the axial distance between the Taylor bubble start as deter

mined by the centerprobe and the Taylor bubble start determined by the second probe is given 

by: 

(31) 

The second probe provides data at different dial locations in the pipe and thus the shape of 

the bubble nose is reconstructed. 

~ : ~ d.aA, v ~ 
~ {--a,.J- 14 ( IW~ jc. 
~ -o{d.eJA. ~ j ~M J 
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5 EXPERIMENT AL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The measured hydrodynamic parameters in both the liquid slug region and the Taylor bubble 

region are presented. In the liquid slug region these are the liquid slug lengths, void fraction 

and bubble frequency. The bubble chord length distribution in the developed region of the 

liquid slug is calculated from the measured void fraction and bubble frequency, assuming a 

turbulent velocity profile in the liquid slug. In the Taylor bubble region, the Taylor bubble 

lengths and the shape of the Taylor bubble are presented. Whenever possible, the presented res

ults are compared to other available data. 

5.1 Liquid slug length distribution 

The dimensionless mean liquid slug length (Ls) /D in developed slug flow has been determined 

by a number of researchers and seems to be practically independent of both the superficial 

liquid velocity, ULS, and the superficial gas velocity, UGS. There is however a discrepancy 

between the reported values. Experimental results reported by Barnea & Shemer [3] varied 

between (Ls)=IOD and 15D while Fernandes [14) reported a mean liquid slug length (Ls)=21.5D. 

Taitel et al. [ 19) presented a model to predict the stable slug length in vertical slug flow based 

on the assumption that a developed slug length is equal to the distance downstream at which the 

annular filmjet is "absorbed" by the liquid slug. The predicted dimensionless stable slug length 

equals Ls/D=l6. Shemer & Barnea [15) estimated the minimum stable slug length by estimating 

the extent of the wake region behind the Taylor bubble by looking at the development of the 

velocity profile in the liquid slug. A minimum stable slug length of about 20D is obtained in 

this way. 

In this study the liquid slug length distribution together with the mean liquid slug length (Ls) 

have been calculated and are presented in figures 8 to IO for a number of flow conditions. 

In figure 8 the mean liquid slug length (Ls) as a function of the gas superficial velocity U GS is 

presented. In all cases the mean liquid slug length ranges approximately between 15D and 19D 

except at the highest gas superficial velocity U GS= l.56m/s where the mean liquid slug length 

equals (Ls)= 7 .8D. It should be mentioned that this flow condition was taken close to the transi

tion from slug to churn flow and is not considered to be a stable slug flow. The present results 

lie exactly between the experimental results that were reported by Barnea & Shemer [3] and the 

experimental results of Fernandes [14) and the theoretical predictions by Taitel et al.[19) and 

Shemer & Barnea [ 15). 
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In figures 9a,b and 10 at mixture velocities of UM=0.26, 0.64, 0.51, 0.73 and 0.66m/s respec

tively, the mean liquid slug length is nearly the same and the liquid slug length distributions all 

show a symmetrical shape. The mean liquid slug length ranges from (fs)=l5.46D to 17.99D and 

the standard deviation ranges from sLS =22.5% to 33.9%. 

In figures 9c,d the mixture velocities are almost the same and equal UM =l.57m/s and 

UM =l.50m/s respectively. The liquid slug length distribution, however, is completely different. 

In figure 9c, the liquid superficial velocity equals ULS =0.0lm/s and the gas superficial velocity 

equals U GS= l.56m/s. The liquid slug length distribution is skewed with mostly small liquid 

slugs. The mean liquid slug length equals (fs )= 7 .67D and the standard deviation equals 

SLS=58.5%. 

In figure 9d both the liquid and the gas superficial velocity equal 0.75m/s and the liquid slug 

length distribution is symmetrical. The mean liquid slug length equals (fs)=l8.82D and the stan

dard deviation equals sLS =41.2%. 

5.2 Void fraction in the liquid slug 

The local void fraction has been measured within the liquid slug. A frame of coordinates (x, y) 

attached to the moving Taylor bubble is used to describe the axial and radial position in the 

liquid slug, y=R-r being the distance from the pipe wall to the center of the pipe and x the 

distance along the centerline from the rear of the Taylor bubble. The results are presented in 

figures 11-25. The following quantities are presented in those figures: 

a) The overall mean void fraction within the liquid slug a:x, y. 

b) The mean void fraction averaged over the total length of the liquid slug at a given radial 

position a:x (y). 

c) The mean void fraction averaged over the cross-section at a given axial position a:y(x). 

d) The local void fraction a:(x, y) at a given location in the liquid slug. 

In order to calculate the local void fraction a:(x, y) in the liquid slug, the liquid slug has been 

divided into "windows" in axial direction (§4.3.2). The window length is one pipe diameter, 

lw = 1 D, and the first window starts at the rear of the Taylor bubble as determined by the 

center probe. The window number corresponds to a certain axial distance from the rear of the 

Taylor bubble and the axial position in the liquid slug of the middle of window i is given by 

X=(i-1 /2)0. 

For the discussion of the next figures the liquid slug is divided into three regions. The first 

region is called the "wake region" which is the region at the top of the liquid slug starting at the 
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rear of the Taylor bubble. If the liquid slug is long enough, the flow at the rear of the liquid 

slug is assumed to be developed and is called the "developed region". The transition between the 

wake region and the developed region occurs in the so-called "transitional region". 

5.2.1 The overall mean void fraction in the liquid slug 

The overall mean void fraction in the liquid slug ox, y as a function of the mixture velocity, 

UM= U LS+ U GS , is given in figure 11 and is compared with the available data of Mao & 

Dukler [9], Fernandes [14] and Barnea & Shemer [3]. This data also provides voidage measure

ments in bubble and churn flow. 

The mean void fraction ox, y, calculated in this work, is integrated over the total liquid slug as 

was described in §4.3.2. The mean void fractions from Mao & Dukler [9] and Barnea & Shemer 

[3] represent the averaged voidage in the liquid slug at the centerline of the pipe while the 

mean void fraction from Fernandes [14] represents the volumetric averaged void fraction in the 

total liquid slug. 

A model to predict the average voidage within the liquid slug was suggested by Barnea & 

Brauner [21 ]. The predicted results are shown in figure 11 for comparison. The model is based 

on the assumption that the gas in the liquid slug behaves as dispersed bubbles on the verge of 

transition to slug flow. The liquid slug at any flow rate is assumed to accommodate the same 

gas holdup as fully developed bubble flow with the same mixture velocity on the transition 

boundary between bubble and slug flow. This transition boundary may be estimated either by a 

predictive model or from experimental data. 

Figure 11 shows that the presently calculated mean void fraction ox, y corresponds well to the 

other experimental results. The predictive model however deviates from the experimental data 

at relatively high mixture velocities, while the general form is quite similar. This deviation can 

be attributed to the inaccuracy of the theoretical transition curve between bubble and slug 

flow, which was employed by Barnea & Brauner [21 ]. 

5.2.2 Axial voidage distributions in the total liquid slug 

The averaged cross-sectional void fraction at a given axial position oy(x) is shown in figures 12 

and 13 for a number of flow conditions. 

For all measured cases, the void fraction in the wake region is considerably higher than in the 

developed region. These results are in good comparison with Mao & Dukler [9] and Barnea & 

Shemer [3], who also measured a high voidage in the wake region dropping down to a lower 

constant level in the developed region. 
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Figure 12: The averaged cross-sectional void fraction at various axial positions a y (x) for mixture 

velocities, UM= 0.26, 0.64, 1.57 and 1.50 m/ s. Each window number i corresponds to 

an axial position x as follows: x=(i-l / 2)O. 
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Figures 12a,b and 13 are more or less similar regarding the shape of the voidage profile and 

their absolute values. The mixture velocity ranges from UM =0.26m/s to 0.73m/s. The high 

value of the void fraction in the wake region drops down up to about the third window and 

then remains nearly constant for the rest of the liquid slug. 

In figures 12c,d the mixture velocities are close together equalling UM =1.57m/s and 1.50m/s 

respectively. The gas and liquid superficial velocities, however, differ very much. The liquid 

superficial velocity in figure 12c equals ULs=0.0lm/s while in figure 12d, ULs=0.75m/s. The 

gas superficial velocity in figure 12c equals UGs=l.56m/s while in figure 12d, UGs=0.75m/s. 

In both figures the void fraction in the first and the second window show nearly the same value 

and the void fraction starts to drop in the third window. However, the void fraction decreases 

gradually in figure 12c and a constant level is attained in about window 14 while in figure 12d, 

the void fraction decreases smoothly and quickly and a nearly constant level is already attained 

in window 8. 

It should be mentioned that the flowpattern of figure 12d was a stable slug flow, whereas the 

flowpattern of figure 12c was close to the transition from slug to churn flow and therefore 

much more chaotic. Another fact is that the mean Taylor bubble length in figure 12c is much 

larger than the one in figure 12d and the terminal filmvelocity might not be reached in figure 

12d. Thus the film jet in figure 12c might penetrate the liquid slug at a higher velocity result

ing in a longer wake region. 

5.2.3 Radial voidage distributions in the total liquid slug 

The mean void fraction averaged over the total length of the liquid slug at various radial posi

tions ax (y) is shown in figures 14 and 15 for a number of flow conditions. In all measured 

cases, the immediate vicinity of the wall (until y~2mm) is almost free of gas bubbles. The void 

fraction ax (y) then increases strongly with y until about y=5mm. 

In figure 14 the liquid superficial velocity is kept constant at ULS =0.0lm/s while the gas sup

erficial velocity is increased from U GS =0.10,0.25,0.63 to 1.56m/s respectively. The first flow 

condition is taken in bubble flow while the other flow conditions are all taken in slug flow. It 

can be seen that as the gas flow rate increases, the voidage increases along the whole radial pro

file. 

In figure 14a, the mixture velocity equals 0.1 lm/s. The radial voidage distribution increases 

ligthly between y=4mm and the centerline showing a maximum at the centerline. Note that this 

flow condition is close to the transition betweer. dispersed bubbles and slug flow. 

In figures 14b,c the mixture velocities are respectively 0.26 and 0.64m/s and the radial voidage 

distributions are almost uniform over the cross-section showing a small peak at y~5mm which 
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is more pronounced at the higher mixture velocity. Between y=7mm and the center of the pipe 

the void-fraction remains nearly constant. 

In figure 14d the mixture velocity is l.57m/s and in this case the radial voidage distribution 

does not show a slight peak near to the wall. Instead the void-fraction increases gradually to the 

centerline value where it has a maximum. 

In figures 15a, b the liquid superficial velocity is increased to 0. lOm/s and the gas superficial 

velocity equals to 0.41 and 0.63m/s respectively and in figure 15c the liquid superficial velocity 

is increased to 0.25m/s and the gas superficial velocity equals 0.4lm/s. The radial voidage dis

tributions in these figures show the same tendencies as described in figures l 4b,c. They show a 

small voidage peak at y=5mm and the void-fraction remains nearly constant between y=7mm 

and the center of the pipe. 

Note that in figures 14c and I 5a,b,c while the gas and liquid superficial velocities are different, 

the mixture velocities are close together ranging from 0.5 l to 0. 73m/s and the absolute values 

of the void fraction o:x (y) as well as the shape of the voidage distribution over the cross-section 

are almost the same. 

In figure l 5d, both the l~g.!!id and gas superficial velocities equal 0. 75m/s. The shape of the 

observed voidage profile is different from the former ones. The void fraction shows a small 

peak at y=3mm, subsequently the voidage drops a little showing a slight minimum at y=5mm, 

after which it increases slightly showing a second maximum at y=lOmm. From y=lOmm to the 

centerline, the void fraction decreases lightly and shows a minimum at the centerline. 

In §5.2.l the liquid slug length distribution has been presented and it can be seen that at mix

ture velocity UM =l.57m/s (figure 14d) the mean liquid slug length is small and most of the 

slugs are undeveloped, thus the contribution of the high voidage in the wake region is relatively 

high compared to all the other cases. 

5.2.4 Radial voidage distributions at different axial locations in the liquid slug 

The local void fraction o:(x, y) at various flow conditions is presented in figures 16 and 17 

showing the development of the radial voidage distribution at the windows l ,2,4,6, IO and 16. In 

all measured cases, the immediate vicinity of the wall (until y~2mm) is free of gas bubbles, 

thus the voidage being negligible. 

The void fraction profiles in figures l6a,b and 17 at mixture velocities of respectively 

UM=0.26, 0.64, 0.51, 0.73 and 0.66m/s show the same development with increasing window 

number. In the wake region in window I, the void fraction has a high value over the whole 

cross-section. The void fraction increases sharply from nearly zero values at y=2mm to a maxi

mum at about y=5-7mm from the wall. Then the radial void fraction profile decreases to a 
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moderate minimum at about y=l5mm and then increases again towards the centerline of the 

pipe. In the second window, the radial voidage distribution remains similar to the first window 

with sligthly lower values of the void fraction throughout the whole cross section and with a 

more pronounced drop in void fraction at the centerline. In the transitional region in windows 4 

and 6, the general shape of the radial void fraction distribution is quite different and the value 

of the void fraction throughout the whole pipe cross section is substantially lower than in the 

wake region. The void fraction increases until y~5-7mm, and then remains nearly constant 

until the center of the pipe. In the developed region at windows 10 and 16, the shape of the 

voidage profile changes again. A voidage peak is observed at x~4mm while the void fraction 

remains constant between y=7mm and the center. The radial distributions in the developed 

region of the liquid slug are expected to be similar to the profiles in bubble flow where a void

age peak near the wall appears as has been observed by Serizawa [2], Herringe & Davis [6], Zun 

[4] and Zun & Moze [5]. Note that the absolute values of the void fraction at windows 4,6,10 

and 16 are not very different in the central region of the pipe between y=7mm and the center

line. 

Figures 16c,d show a different behaviour from the other figures. The mixture velocities are 

close together equalling respectively UM =l.57m/s and I.50m/s. The gas and liquid superficial 

velocities, however, are taken very differently. In figure 16c the gas superficial velocity equals 

UGS =l.56m/s, and the liquid superficial velocity equals ULS =0.0lm/s. In figure 16d both the 

gas and liquid superficial velocities equal 0.75m/s. In both cases, the void fraction in the first 

and second window attains nearly the same value and in both cases a voidage peak near the 

wall is observed in the developed region of the liquid slug. 

In figure 16c the mixture velocity equals l.57m/s. The void fraction in the first and second 

window increases until y=IOmm where it attains the centerline value. In the transitional region 

in windows 4 and 6, the absolute value of the void fraction has gone down and the void frac

tion increases smoothly from 5mm to the center. Note that under these flow conditions the 

wake region becomes longer and the voidage distribution at the 10th window differs consider

ably from that of the 16th window where the profile is quite similar to a developed shape. 

In figure 16d, the mixture velocity equals UM =l.50m/s. The void fraction in the first and 

second window increases first with y and shows a slight maximum at y=IOmm after which it 

decreases a little until the centerline. The observed profile in the second window stays the same 

in windows 4 and 6, however, the absolute value of the void fraction decreases with increasing 

window number over the whole cross-section and the maximum at y=IOmm becomes more 

pronounced. In window I 0, the void fraction attains a nearly constant value over the whole 

cross-section while in window 16, a strongly pronounced voidage peak at y=3mm is observed. 

Thus like in figure 16c, a developed distribution is only observed far from the Taylor bubble 
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due to the strong turbulence at high mixture velocity. Note that the absolute voidage values in 

windows IO and 16 between y=5mm and the centerline are nearly the same. 

5.2.5 Axial voidage distributions at different radial locations in the liquid slug 

The local void-fraction a(x, y) at various flow conditions is presented in figures 18 to 24, show

ing the development of the axial voidage distribution in the liquid slug at different radial posi

tions (y=l,2,3,4,5,6, 7, 10, 15,20 and 25mm). In all measured cases, the void fraction at y=lmm 

and y=2mm is close to zero along the liquid slug length with the exception of figure 24 where 

the void fraction at y=2mm is significant. 

The axial voidage distributions in figures 18 to 22 at mixture velocities of respectively 

UM =0.26, 0.64, 0.51, 0.73 and 0.66m/s show the same tendencies and are discussed together. 

At y=3mm the void fraction starts at a relatively high value in the wake region and then drops 

down showing a minimum at about window 4, after which the void fraction increases slowly to 

remain nearly constant in the developed region starting in about window 8. At y=4mm the 

shape of the radial voidage distribution remains almost the same as at y=3mm with higher 

values of void fraction along the liquid slug. At y=5,6mm the observed void fraction minimum 

becomes less pronounced and nearly disappears at y=6mm. In the developed region, the void 

fraction first increases until y=5mm and then goes slightly down at y=6mm remaining constant 

at this level with increasing y. At y=7,10,15,20 and 25mm the axial voidage distributions are 

almost the same. The void fraction starts at a relatively high value in the wake region and then 

drops down and levels off in the third window. 

The axial voidage distributions in figures 23 and 24 at mixture velocities of respectively 

UM =l.57m/s and l.50m/ s, show a different behaviour. 

In figure 23, the mixture velocity equals UM =l.57m/ s and the void fraction at y=3,4,5 and 

6mm starts at a relatively high value in the wake region and drops down and levels off but a 

pronounced voidage minimum in the transitional region is not observed. At y=7,10 and 25mm 

the void fraction keeps decreasing with increasing x. 

In figure 24, the mixture velocity equals UM =I.50m/s and the axial voidage profile develop

ment is more or less similar to the ones iri figures 18 to 22, with regard to the global shape. At 

y=2mm, the void fraction starts at a relatively low value and then increases with increasing 

window number until it attains a nearly constant, relatively high value in window 14. At 

y=3mm, the void fraction starts at a relatively high value in the wake region and then drops 

down showing a minimum at about window 8 after which the void fraction increases and 

attains a relatively high constant value in window 14. At all other radial positions, the void 

fraction starts at a high value in the wake region and then drops down, without showing a pro-
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Figure 18: The axial void fraction distribution at various radial posi
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nounced minimum, to a nearly constant level at about window 8. This constant level is lower 

than the one attained at y=2,3mm. 

5.2.6 Three-dimensional voidage distributions in the liquid slug 

Considering the radial and axial voidage distributions in the liquid slug together, the three

dimensional void fraction distribution in the liquid slug can be pictured. This is shown in 

figure 25 for mixture velocities of UM= 0.26, 0. 73 and l.57m/ s respectively. 

In these figures the different regions in the liquid slug as mentioned at the beginning of this 

chapter can be distinguished i.e.: the "wake region", the "transitional region" and the "developed 

region". The wake region is the region in the liquid slug close to the rear of the Taylor bubble, 

where the absolute values of the void fraction are clearly higher than in the rest of the liquid 

slug. The developed region is the region at the end of the liquid slug where the voidage distri

bution over the cross-section does not change anymore. The transitional region is located 

between the wake region and the developed region. 

The locations of the above described regions are nearly the same in figures 25a,b at mixture 

velocities of respectively UM =0.26 and 0.73m/ s. The near wake region with a high absolute 

value of the void fraction, extends to x~3D. The developed region in the liquid slug showing a 

voidage peak near the wall starts at about x~so. The transitional region between x~3D and 

x~so is a sort of "bottleneck" between the two regions and the void fraction close to the wall is 

clearly showing a minimum here. 

In figure 25c, the mixture velocity equals Us= l.57m/ s and the flow pattern is close to the tran

sition from slug to churn flow. The voidage distribution in this case is quite different from the 

other pictures. The wake region is not a clearly defined region. The high voidage close to the 

rear of the Taylor bubble does not drop down but decreases gradually and the wake region 

seems to be stretched out over most of the liquid slug. A voidage peak near to the wall starts to 

develope in window 14. A clear transitional region as in the former figures is not observed in 

this case. 

5.2.7 Discussion 

The radial and axial void-fraction distributions can be explained qualitively in the following 

manner. The streamline structure behind the Taylor bubble was shown schematically in 

figure 3. When the liquid film penetrates into the liquid slug it behaves similar to a wall jet 

[ 15]. The liquid streamlines (relative to a coordinate system moving with the translational 
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velocity, UTR) expand towards the centerline and the region just behind the Taylor bubble 

forms a "closed" wake in which the liquid circulates as shown in figure 3. At the rear of the 

Taylor-bubble where the annular jet penetrates from the liquid film into the liquid slug, bub

bles are being torned from the outer periphery of the Taylor bubble due to the high shear at 

the film/gas interface. These generated bubbles follow approximately the eddies within the 

wake. Out of the confined wake, bubbles are continuously swept into the liquid slug body, pri

marily at the bottom of the wake which acts as a bubble injector for the liquid slug. Bubbles 

are released from the wake near to the centerline and while penetrating into the slug body, 

spread throughout the whole pipe cross-section. 

This behaviour explains qualitatively the observed voidage distributions in axial and radial 

directions in the wake and transitional region. In the wake region the absolute values of void 

fraction and bubble frequency are high due to the high turbulence in this region. Due to the 

movement of the bubbles in the wake along the eddies, a peak in void fraction near the cir

cumference and at the center of the wake is observed while the core of the wake shows a slight 

minimum. In the transitional region, at the bottom of the wake (x~3D), the void fraction is 

maximal at the center. This is due to the fact that bubbles are released from the wake region 

only near the centerline and at other positions the wake region is more or less "closed" thus res

ulting in a decreasing voidage while approaching the wall. However, it is stressed that the above 

described structure becomes less defined with increasing Re-number. 

The radial voidage distribution in the developed liquid slug, shows a voidage peak near the 

wall. The same saddle shaped voidage distributions have been measured in bubbly flow. As 

pointed out before in the literature review (Chapter 2), it is not yet clear as to what phenomena 

this shape should be ascribed. 

5.3 Bubble frequency distribution in the liquid slug 

The local bubble frequency f(x, y), representing the number of detected bubbles per second 

passing at the sensor tip, has been measured within the liquid slug. The local bubble frequency 

f(x, y) represents the bubble frequency at a given location in the frame of coordinates related to 

the moving Taylor bubble. The coordinate y=R-r is the distance from the pipe wall to the 

center of the pipe and x is the distance along the axis from the rear of the moving Taylor 

bubble. 

The local bubble frequency f(x, y) is presented in figures 26 and 27, for a number of flow con

ditions, showing the development of the radial bubble frequency distribution in the windows 

1,2,4,6, IO and 16, from the wake region to the developed region. 
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In all measured cases, the immediate vicinity of the wall (until y~2mm) is free of gas bubbles, 

thus the bubble frequency is negligible. 

In figures 26a,b,c the liquid superficial velocity is kept constant at ULS =0.0lm/s while the gas 

superficial velocity equals respectively U GS =0.25, 0.63 and l .56m/s. Increasing the superficial 

gas velocity and therefore also increasing the mixture velocity increases the absolute value of 

the bubble frequency over the whole cross-section at all axial positions in the liquid slug. 

In figures 26b and 27, the mixture velocities are close together ranging from UM=0.5lm/s to 

UM =0.73m/s and the absolute values of the bubble frequency as well as the shape and axial 

development of the distributions are almost the same. In the wake region the bubble frequency 

keeps increasing with y until the centerline. With increasing axial coordinate, the distribution 

flattens out until a nearly constant bubble frequency over the cross-section is reached in the 

developed region (in windows IO and 16). The absolute value of the bubble frequency in the 

wake region is considerably higher than in the developed region and decreases smoothly 

through the transitional region. Taking a closer look at the wake region itself, it is seen that in 

all the cases the absolute value of the bubble frequency in the first and second window are 

nearly the same with a slightly higher value in the second window. From the high value in the 

first and second window the absolute value of the bubble frequency decreases to the lower con

stant level in the developed region. 

In figure 26a the mixture velocity equals 0.26m/s and the bubble frequency distribution differs 

from the above described figures such that the absolute values of the bubble frequency in the 

first and second window are almost the same and a constant bubble frequency profile is already 

reached in window 4 whereas this was only reached in window IO in figures 26b and 27. 

In figures 26c,d the mixture velocities are close together, equalling UM =l .57m/ s and l .50m/s 

respectively. The gas and liquid superficial velocities, however, are different and the observed 

radial bubble frequency distributions are not very similar. 

In figure 26c the gas superficial velocity equals U GS= l.56m/s and the liquid superficial velo

city equals ULS =0.0lm/ s. The absolute values of the bubble frequency over the cross-section 

in the windows 1,2 and 4 are nearly the same with slightly lower values in the first window 

between y=lOmm and the centerline. After window 4 the absolute value of the bubble fre

quency over the cross-section decreases and an almost constant distribution is expected in 

window 16. The radial profiles in all windows except for window 16, show a maximum value 

at the centerline. The bubble frequency increases from y=4mm to the centerline. In window I 6, 

the bubble frequency distribution shows a nearly uniform distribution between y=4mm and the 

centerline. 

In figure 26d, both the gas and liquid superficial velocities equal 0.75m/s. The bubble fre

quency in windows l ,2,4 and 6 increases strongly until y= 15mm where a high absolute value is 
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attained. The highest absolute values of the bubble frequency are observed in the second 

window with slightly lower values in windows l and 4. From the second window on, the abso

lute value of the bubble frequency over the cross-section decreases until in window l O a nearly 

uniform distribution over the cross-section is observed. In window 16, however, a pronounced 

bubble frequency peak is observed at y=3mm while the bubble frequency remains nearly con

stant between y=7mm and the centerline. 

5.4 Bubble chord length distribution in the developed region of the liquid slug 

For a known velocity distribution of the dispersed bubbles within the liquid slug, the bubble 

size distribution can be estimated from the information about the local void fraction and the 

local bubble frequency. Unfortunately this information about the velocity field of the 

extremely complicated flow is not yet available. It is possible however to assume the velocity 

distribution of the bubbles in the developed region of the liquid slug where the streamlines are 

parallel to the pipe axis and the velocity distribution is independent of x. In the developed 

region also the radial distribution of the void fraction o(y) and bubble frequency f(y) are inde

pendent of x as can be seen in figures 16 and 17. 

In the developed region of the liquid slug the mean bubble chord length, d(y), at certain radial 

position y in the pipe is given by: 

(31) 

where ub (y) is the local axial velocity of the bubble which is calculated from: 

(32) 

where U0 is the bubble rise velocity due to buoyancy (§3.l eq.5) and uM (y) is the local mix

ture velocity in the liquid slug. 

In order to calculate the bubble chord length d(y) , the radial velocity distribution in the slug, 

uM (y) has to be known. In the developed region of the liquid slug a good approximation for 

the radial distribution of the mixture velocity is to assume a turbulent velocity profile 

(Serizawa [2], V.d.Welle [l]), namely: 
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uM(y) = Umax [ f] 
1 
7 

(33) 

where, Umax = l.22UM, is the maximum value of the velocity in the cross-section and the 

average mixture velocity, UM, is defined by: 

R 

UM = 11"~2 Io 21f"(R-y) uM (y)dy (34) 

Note that the void fraction a(y) and the bubble frequency f(y) in equation (31) were obtained 

by taking the average of the local parameters over six windows in the developed region of the 

liquid slug. 

In figures 28 and 29 the radial bubble cord length, d(y), void fraction, a(y), and bubble fre

quency, f(y), in the developed region are shown at various flow conditions. The radial voidage 

and bubble frequency profiles have already been discussed and will not be discussed here. 

In all the cases, the bubble chord length near the wall is very small which can be understood as 

bubbles do not penetrate in the wall region and therefore the bubble size near the wall does not 

represent in any way the mean bubble diameter. 

The radial bubble chord length distributions in figures 28a,b and 29 at mixture velocities of 

respectively UM =0.26, 0.64, 0.51, 0.73 and 0.66 m/s show the same shape and are discussed 

together. From y=lmm to y=4mm the bubble cord length increases strongly and shows a maxi

mum at y~5mm. Between y=7mm and the center the bubble chord length remains nearly con

stant. 

In figures 28c,d the mixture velocities are UM =l.57m/s and l.50m/s respectively. The bubble 

chord length distributions are almost the same, regarding the shape and their absolute values. 

The bubble chord length distribution is nearly uniform over the whole cross-section with a 

slight maximum near to the wall. 

In general, the effect of increasing the mixture velocity is decreasing the bubble chord length 

over the whole cross-section, due to the decreasing turbulence length scale. 

In bubble flow, the dependence of the shape of the radial voidage profile on the bubble size 

has been studied by Zun [4] and Zun & Maze [5] (§2.2.l ). The results in bubble flow showed 

that "saddle shaped" voidage profiles occurred for generated bubble diameters between 0.8 and 
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3.6mm as these bubbles tend to migrate towards the wall. A voidage maximum at the centerline 

occurred for generated bubble diameters lower than 0.6mm or larger than 5.1mm as these bub

bles tend towards the centerline while for generated bubbles between 0.6 and 0.8mm and 

between 3.6 and 5.1mm, the voidage distribution is uniform over the cross-section. 

In the present results the mean bubble chord length ranges from 2.5mm at high mixture velo

city (figures 28c, d) to 4.2mm at low mixture velocity (figure 28a) and in all the cases the void

age profile is "saddle shaped". This agrees well to the results in bubble flow. 

In figures 28c,d the mixture velocities are almost the same, equaling respectively Us =l.57m/s 

and Us=l.50m/s. The mean bubble chord length in both cases is about 2.8mm uniform over the 

cross-section. The voidage peak is however much more pronounced in figure 28d where the 

peak value is twice the centerline value. 
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5.5 Taylor bubble characteristics 

The main Taylor bubble characteristics that have been determined are the Taylor bubble length 

and the shape of the Taylor bubble. The mean Taylor bubble length (,-
8 

) and the Taylor 

bubble length distribution have been measured and the measured Taylor bubble length is com

pared to the theoretical Taylor bubble length as calculated by the models presented in §3.3. 

The experimental Taylor bubble shape has been determined as described in §4.3.3 for the flow 

conditions 2,3,5 and 6 and the theoretical bubble shape has been determined by the two models 

presented in §3.3. 

Some experimental and theoretical Taylor bubble characteristics are presented in table 2 for a 

number of flow conditions. 

Flow ULS UGS 
e e t 

Uft lLS SLS lTB sTB lTB St /3 

cond. [m/ s] [m/s] [D] [%] [D] [%] [D] [m/s] [mm] [-] 

2 0.01 0.25 15.46 22.5 8.33 27.l 10.85 -1 .69 1.6 0.35 

3 0.01 0.63 15.65 33.9 29.67 41.l 31.97 -1.73 1.6 0.66 

4 0.01 1.56 7.67 58.5 47.71 94.3 44.09 -1 .67 1.5 0.86 

5 0.10 0.41 16.21 28.2 14.62 34.2 14.04 -1 .70 1.6 0.47 

6 0.10 0.63 16.68 32.7 24.39 36.l 23.52 -1 .73 1.6 0.59 

7 0.25 0.41 17.99 27.4 9.95 29.8 9.13 -1.53 1.8 0.35 

8 0.75 0.75 18.82 41.2 3.04 40.l 6.32 -0.56 2.3 0.14 

Table 2: Experimental and theoretical Taylor bubble characteristics for a number of 

flowconditions. The ratio /3 is given by /3 = (l;.8 ) / [(lTB) + (lLS) l 
The presented theoretical Taylor bubble length, iTB , is calculated by the model presented in 

§3.3 case 1. The Taylor bubble length calculated by the other suggested model is only slightly 

larger due to the assumed cylindrical bubble cap and is not presented here. 

The data in table 2 shows that except for flow condition 8, the experimental and theoretical 

Taylor bubble length are close together. For flow condition 8, the theoretical Taylor bubble 

length is about twice as large as the experimental Taylor bubble length. Note that at flow con

dition 4 near to the transition from slug to churn flow, the Taylor bubble standard deviation is 
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near to 100%. 

The theoretical terminal filmvelocity Uft and the terminal filmthickness 6t are also presented. 

In the model, the liquid film is assumed to act as a falling film and thus if the Taylor bubble is 

long enough, both the terminal filmvelocity Uft and the terminal filmthickness 6t will attain 

their equilibrium values. The equilibrium value of the filmvelocity is about Uf ~ -1.70m/s and 

of the filmthickness 6t ~ 1.6mm. Experimental results for the terminal filmthickness reported 

by Mao & Dukler [9] show a terminal filmthickness of 6t = 2mm which agrees reasonably to 

the theoretical terminal filmthickness presented here. Note that for flow condition 8 the Taylor 

bubble is not long enough and the equilibrium values are not reached. 

The ratio f3 which is given by the ratio between the Taylor bubble length and the length of a 

slug unit, /3=(l;,
8

) / ((t;,
8 

)+(lLS)), increases with increasing gas superficial velocity, 

U GS, at constant liquid superficial velocity, ULS, and decreases with increasing liquid super

ficial velocity ULS at constant gas superficial velocity, UGS . 

The Taylor bubble length distribution is presented in figure 30 and 31 for a number of flow 

conditions. In all cases more than 2000 Taylor bubbles have been taken into account. 

In figure 30a,b,c the mixture velocity equals UM= 0.26, 0.64 and 1.57m/s respectively. The 

liquid superficial velocity equals ULS = 0.0lm/s while the gas superficial velocity equals 

UGS = 0.25, 0.63 and 1.56m/s respectively. Both the mean Taylor bubble length, (~
8 

), and the 

standard deviation, sTB , increase with increasing gas superficial velocity and the Taylor bubble 

length distribution becomes more spread out. The same is observed in figure 31a,b where the 

mixture velocity equals UM= 0.51 and 0.73m/s respectively. The liquid superficial velocity 

equals ULS = 0.I0m/ s and the gas superficial velocity equals UGS = 0.41 and 0.63m/ s respec

tively. 

In figure 31a,c the mixture velocity equals UM= 0.51 and 0.66m/ s. The gas superficial velocity 

equals UGS = 0.41m/s and the liquid superficial velocity equals ULS = 0.10 and 0.25m/s respec

tively. The mean Taylor bubble length (~
8

) decreases with increasing liquid superficial velo

city, ULS, at constant gas superficial velocity, UGS, according to the ratio /3. 

In figure 32 the two theoretical models at a mixture velocity, UM= 0.26m/ s are compared to 

each other. The two proposed theoretical models are almost the same except for the bubble nose 

due to the assumption of a cylindrical bubble cap in case 2 (§3.3). The theoretical bubble shapes 

at other mixture velocities show the same discrepancy between the two models and are not 

shown here. 

The comparison between the experimental and the theoretical bubble shape is shown in 
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figure 33. The experimental Taylor bubble shape has been determined for the flow condi

tions 2,3,5 and 6 at mixture velocities of UM= 0.26, 0.64, 0.51 and 0.73m/s respectively. Espe

cially the shape of the bubble cap (the first 20cm) is different. The experimental bubble cap 

shows a more moderate curvature than the theoretical one. Similar results regarding the curva

ture of the experimental and the theoretical bubble shape were obtained by Mao [24] who used 

a much more complex model for the prediction of the theoretical bubble shape. 
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6 CONCLUSION 

A thorough study of the axial and radial voidage distribution in the liquid slug has been pre

sented for a number of flow conditions in slug flow. The following conclusions are drawn: 

I) The radial and axial distribution of the void fraction in the liquid slug can shed some light 

on the structure of the flow and the process of mixing behind the Taylor bubble. Three 

different regions are discriminated in the liquid slug i.e.: the wake region, the transitional 

region and the developed region. 

2) The void fraction in the wake region, close to the rear of the Taylor bubble, has a high 

absolute value due to the high turbulence in this region caused by the interaction between 

the negative film velocity and the positive liquid slug velocity. 

3) The radial void fraction distribution in the developed region shows a voidage peak near to 

the wall. This kind of voidage peak is the same as has been reported by different research

ers in bubble flow. e void fraction distribution in axial direction does not change much 

anymore. The absolute value of the void fraction in the developed region is much lower 

than in the wake region. /yr-c A- ) 
4) The transition region is a sort of "bottleneck" between the wake region and the developed 

region and here the transition is made from the high voidage in the wake region to the 

developed voidage profile in the developed region. 

5) Using the acquired experimental data on voidage and bubble frequency distribution, the 

bubble chord length distribution in the developed region of the liquid slug was obtained. 

The bubble chord length distribution shows that larger bubbles tend to concentrate near to 

the wall which is consistent with results obtained in bubble flow with similar voidage dis

tributions. 

For further research in the liquid region, the following recommendations are made: 

I) The observed void fraction distribution in the liquid slug depends much on the velocity 

distribution of the dispersed bubbles and in order to predict the void fraction distribution 

more has to be known about the velocity distribution. 

2) Much is already known about the velocity distribution in the developed region whereas 

little is known about the velocity distribution in the wake region where the negative film 

velocity and the positive liquid slug velocity interact. Research has to be carried out in this 

region. 
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Some other hydrodynamic parameters that were extracted from the experiments are the Taylor 

bubble length and shape, which are compared to available theoretical prediction, and the liquid 

slug length. The following conclusions are drawn: 

l) The Taylor bubble length depends on the gas and liquid superficial velocities whereas the 

liquid slug length is independent (for fully developed slug flow) of both the gas and the 

liquid superficial velocity. The Taylor bubble length increases with increasing gas superfi

cial velocity at constant liquid superficial velocity and decreases with increasing liquid 

superficial velocity at constant gas superficial velocity. The observed mean liquid slug 

length is about (£LS ) ~ 17D. 

2) The experimental Taylor bubble length and the theoretical Taylor bubble length are close 

V ~ -

✓ 

3) The experimental and the theoretical bubble shape show some inconsistence, especially at 

the Taylor bubble nose. 

~ 

In order to get a better o1cture of the experimental Taylor bubble shape and length, image pro-

cessing can be carried , ~;ch will hopefully clarify the behaviour of a Taylor bubble. This will 

also check some assumptions that have been made in the theoretical models that describe the 

Taylor bubble. 
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APPENDICES 

Al SPECIFICATIONS OF THE OPTICAL FIBER SENSOR FOR TWO-PHASE 

FLOW STUDIES 

Optode 

- Measurement volume 

- Materials 

- Length of immersed portion 

- Needle diameter 

- Packing box 

- Environment 

: 50µm x 50µm x 50µm 

: fiber : Silica 

: needle and packing box : stainless steel 

: assembling : epoxy resin 

: 20 to 400mm 

: 2.8mm 

: Anxitrol MPG 125-AT (threading 1/8 NPT) 

: o0-12ooc, 150 bars standard 

- Connection to the opto-electronic module by l Om flexible optical cable. 

OPTOFLOW module type "S" 

- Standard 3U-4E module connectable inside a box 3U 

- Mean void fraction digital display : accuracy ±2% 

- Integration times : 1 Os or 1 00s, selected by switch 

- Direct analog output : 0-2 volts; rise time l Oµs 

- Direct TTL output 

- Mean analog output : 0- l volt for void fraction 0-100% 

- Phase change analog display by luminous scale 

- Optical cable connector : Amphenol SMA 906 

The three possible outputs are (figure Al): 

- Analog (0-2 volts) 

- Logical (TTL) 

- Integrated (0-1 volt) 
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Dimensions and weight 

- Opto electronic module Europe 3U, 4E- 0.350 kg. 

- Portable case with power supply for modules 155 x 155 x 250mm - 2.5 kg 

V ANALOG OUTPUT 

2 

V 

5 LOGIC OUTPU 
- - - - - -

T 

---
0 

...... 

V 

INTEGRATED OUTPUT 

0.5 

Figure Al: The three possible outputs of the OPTOFLOW module type 

"S". 
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A2 PROGRAMS USED FOR DAT A PROCESSING 

The programs that were developed for the data processing are shown in figure A2 by means of 

a flowchart. The program "RBUBBLE" is a sampling program that samples continuously the 

two channel information from the optical fiber sensors. The acquired sampling data can be 

plotted by the program "RBPL T' in order to check the obtained information. Then in order to 

decrease the number of stored sampling points, the sampling data is processed by the program 

"RTRANS" which determines and stores the transition times for both sensors. The binary signal 

from "RTRANS" can be plotted by the program "RPLTR". The plots from "RBPLT' and 

"RPLTR" should be the same. The transition times determined by "RTRANS" form the basis 

for further processing and are used in the programs "RSHAPE", "RBFLOW", "RALPFS", 

"RWINDOW" and "RHISTO". The characteristic translational velocity which is used in the pro

grams is given by (§3. l eq.3 ): UTR = 1.2(U GS +U LS) + 0.35vg0. In the following the programs 

are presented together with a short explanation. 

A2.l The program "RBUBBLE" 

This program samples continuously the output from the two optical fiber sensors. The sampling 

frequency per channel equalled lOkHz. The analog signal from the two sensors is converted to a 

digital signal by an A/ D converter. The range of the converter is from - IOV to + IOV where 

-1 0V corresponds to zero and + l 0V corresponds to 4096. This sampling program uses two 

buffers to write the sampling data during sampling. As one buff er receives sampling informa

tion, the information in the second buffer is written to a data file . The output file after sam

pling consists of an array of integers that are ordered such that the odd array numbers corres

pond to the first sampling channel and the even array numbers correspond to the second chan

nel. 

PROGRAM RBUBBLE 
CHARACTER*30 FILENAME 
PARAMETER LEN=20*1024 
INTEGER *2 IBUF(2*LEN+4 ),NBF l (LEN),NBF2(LEN),IHEAD(20) 
EQUIVALENCE (IBUF(3),NBFl(l)),(IBUF(LEN+5),NBF2(l)) 
ICH0=INREAD(' FIRST Sampling Channel # ') 

NCH=INREAD(' No. of channels to sample = ') 
10 HERTZ=FPREAD(' Sampling Frequency for EACH Channel(Hz) = ') 

TBUF=2. *LEN/ (HER TZ*NCH) 
CALL PRTFLT(' Sampling duration of double buffer (sec)= ',TBUF) 
NB=INREAD(' # of double buffers to sample = ') 
NBLKS=2*NB !Total number of blocks 
TTOT =NB*TBUF 
CALL PRTFLT(' Total duration of sampling (sec)= ',TTOT) 
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IF(.NOT.IVER('LIKE IT?? '))GOTO 10 
IHEAD( I )=INREAD('FILE #') 
IHEAD(2)=NB 

Header of data file 

IHEAD(3)=HERTZ 
IHEAD(4)=1NREAD(' AIR FLOWMETER # ') 
IHEAD(5)=1NREAD(' AIR FLOWMETER RATE (%*10) = ') 
IHEAD(6)=1NREAD(' WATER FLOWMETER # ') 
IHEAD(7)=1NREAD(' WATER FLOWMETER RA TE (%* 10) = ') 
IHEAD(l3)=1NREAD('SUPERFICIAL GAS VELOCITY (cm/s)= ') 
IHEAD(I4)=1NREAD('SUPERFICIAL LIQUID VELOCITY (cm/s)= ') 
IHEAD(l5)=1NREAD('TRANSLATIONAL VELOCITY (cm/s)= ') 
IHEAD(8)=LEN 
IHEAD(9)=1NREAD(' Dist. of sens.I from wall (in mm) = ') 
IHEAD( l 7)=1NREAD(' Dist. of sens.2 from wall (in mm) = ') 
IHEAD( I 0)=INREAD('DA TE-DD MM ') 
IHEAD(l l)=NCH 
CALL ADMODE(0) 
FILENAME= 'DT:[RENE]' 

!Analog to digital mode 
Save at this directory 

TYPE 1000 
READ 2000, FILENAME (10:30) 
TYPE*,' FILE NAME ENTERED WAS ',FILENAME 
CALL IDOPRW( FILENAME) 
CALL IDWR(IHEAD,20) 
CALL ADINIT(IBUF ,LEN ,NBLKS,HERTZ,ICH0,NCH) 
IB=0 
Tl=SECNDS(0.0) 
CALL GETBUF(IBUFN0) 
IF(IBUFN0.EQ.I)GOTO 160 
CALL IDWR(NBF2,LEN) 
GOTO 170 
CALL IDWR(NBF I ,LEN) 
CALL RETBUF(IBUFN0) 
IB=IB+l 
IF(IB.L T.NBLKS)GOTO 123 
DEL T A=SECNDS(T I) 
CALL PRTFLT(' ELAPSED TIME (SEC)= ',DELTA) 
CALLIDCLOD 
TYPE * ,'END OF SAMPLING FILE No.' ,IHEAD( I) 

!Counter of blocks 

Starting time 

!Write the second buffer 

!Write the first buffer 

CALL PRTINT(' END OF SAMPLING FILE# ',IHEAD(I)) 
FORMAT (' ENTER FILE NAME IN THE FORM - <filename.ext> ') 
FORMAT (A30) 
END 

The program "RBPL T' 

This program plots simultaneously for both probes the data sampled by "RBUBBLE2" (A2.l). 

The plots show the time history of the phases at the probe tip. A high value means gas at the 

probe tip while a low value means liquid at the probe tip. 

PROGRAM RBPL T 
PARAMETER LEN=30*1024, LENI=LEN/2 
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INTEGER*2 BL(LEN), IHEAD(20) 
INTEGER*2 IU(2,LENI), A(LENI), B(LENI) 
CHARACTER*30 FILENAME 
EQUIVALENCE (BL( I),IU(l, I)) 
FILENAME='=AE:[RENE]' 
TYPE*,' ENTER FILE NAME IN THE FORM-<filename.ext>' 
READ 2002, FILENAME(II:30) 
TYPE * ,' Desired file name ' ,FILENAME 
CALL IDOPR W(FILENAME) 
CALL IDREAD(IHEAD,20) 
TYPE*,' FILE#=', IHEAD (I) 
IDT =IHEAD( I 0)/ I 00 
TYPE*,' Taken at month# ',(IHEAD(IO)-IDT*I00),' Date: ',IDT 
TYPE * ,' TOT AL # OF BLOCKS (NB) =', IHEAD (2) 
TYPE * ,' No. of channels sampled = ',IHEAD( 11) 
TYPE*,' SAMPLING FREQUENCY (Hz)= ',IHEAD (3) 
TYPE*,' AIR FLOWMETER # ',IHEAD (4),' Reading=' ,IHEAD (5) 
TYPE*,' AIR VELOCITY UGs(cm/ s*lO)= ',IHEAD(I3) 
TYPE*,' WATER FLOWMETER # ',IHEAD (6),' Reading=' ,IHEAD (7) 
TYPE*,' WATER VELOCITY ULs(cm/ s*I0)= ',IHEAD(l4) 
TYPE*,' TRANS. VELOCITY UTr(cm/s*I0)= ',IHEAD(I5) 
TYPE*,' BUFFER LENGTH= ',IHEAD (8) 
TYPE*,' THE LOCATION OF SENSOR! (in tenth of mm)=' ,IHEAD(9) 
TYPE*,' THE LOCATION OF SENSOR2 (in tenth of mm)=' ,IHEAD(l7) 
DT=l./ lHEAD (3) Time duration between two sampling points 
IB=0 !Counter of No. of blocks read 
IBL=INREAD(' # of blocks to skip = ') 
IF (IBL.EQ.0) GOTO 1506 
DO 2000 J=l,IBL 
CALL IDREAD(BL,IHEAD (8)) 
IB=IB+I 
CONTINUE 
CALL IDREAD(BL,LEN) 
IB=IB+l 
TYPE * ,' Block # ',IB 
DO l=l,LENI 
A(l)=2048-IU( I ,I) 
B(l)=2048-IU(2,I) 
END DO 
TTO=((IB-1 )*DT)*LEN I 
NPNT =INREAD(' # OF POINTS TO PLOT = ') 
IFST=INREAD(' 1st POINT TO PLOT=') 
ILST =IFST +NPNT - I 
IF(ILST.LE.LEN I )GOTO 2003 

!Plotting points for both sensors 
!0=- IOv; 4096=+ JOY 

!Starting time of considered block 

TYPE*,' !!! Last point beyond the range, ILST = ',ILST 
GOTO 2001 
TYPE * ,' A(I) = ',A(IFST),' A(LAST) = ',A(IFST +NPNT-1) 
TYPE*,' B(l) = ',B(IFST),' B(LAST) = ',B(IFST+NPNT-1) 
TYPE *,' Block # ',IB 
IF(.NOT.IVER(' LIKE IT?')) GOTO 2001 
TO= TTO+(IFST -1 )*OT 
CALL PAGE 
YSK=350./ 1200. 
IF (.NOT. IVER(' FIG. FILE?')) GOTO 5010 

!Starting time for plotting 
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CALL PCTR( I) 
XSK= I 024./NPNT 
CALL MOY ABS( I, I) 
CALL BOX 
CALL MOY ABS( 1,390) 
CALL DRWABS (1024,390) 
DO 610 J=l,NPNT 
IIX=(J-1 )*XSK+0.5 
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IIY=A(J+IFST-1 )*YSK+390.5 
IF(J.EQ.l)CALL MOVABS (IIX,IIY) 
CALL DR W ABS(IIX,IIY) 
CONTINUE 
DO 710 J= l ,NPNT 
IIX=(J-1 )*XSK+0.5 
IIY=B(J+IFST-1 )*YSK+.5 
IF(J.EQ. l )CALL MOY ABS(IIX,IIY) 
CALL DR W ABS(IIX,IIY) 
CONTINUE 
CALL ENDPCT . 
IF(IVER(' Additional figure from the same block ? '))GOTO 2001 
IF(IVER(' Additional figure from another block ? '))GOTO 1503 
FORMAT (A30) 
END 

The program "RTRANS" 

!Plotting 

This program reads the data file prepared by the sampling program "RBUBBLE" (A2.l) and 

determines the transition times of the bubbles. The transition times are the times at which a 

transition is made from gas to liquid or vice versa. Thus each time a transition is made, the 

corresponding time is saved. The starting time is zero and corresponds to the beginning of sam

pling. The resulting transition times of the two optical fiber sensors are stored separately for 

both sensors in two arrays in a data file. First of all the total number of transitions for a probe 

is stored and after that the transition times for that probe are stored. This procedure is followed 

first for the first probe and then for the second probe. 

PROGRAM RTRANS 
PARAMETER LEN=20*1024, LENI=LEN/2, LEN2=LEN*3 
INTEGER*2 BL(LEN), IHEAD(20) 
INTEGER NTRN(2),IOLD(2),INEW(2) 
INTEGER*2 IU(2,LENI) . 
REAL T A(2,LEN2) 
CHARACTER*30 FILENAME 
INTEGER FNAME(I6) 
EQUIVALENCE (BL(I),IU(I,l)) 
FILENAME='=DT:[RENE]' Sampling data file 
TYPE*,' ENTER RAW DATA FILE NAME IN THE FORM-<filename.ext>' 
READ 2002, FILENAME(} 1:30) 

2002 FORMA T(A30) 
TYPE * ,' Desired file name ' ,FILENAME 
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CALL IDOPRW(FILENAME) 
CALL IDREAD(IHEAD,20) 
TYPE * ,' FILE # = ', IHEAD (I) 
IDT =IHEAD( l 0)/ l 00 
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TYPE*,' Taken at month# ',(IHEAD(IO)-IDT*IO0),' Date: ',IDT 
TYPE * ,' TOT AL # OF BLOCKS (NB*2) =', IHEAD (2)*2 
TYPE * ,' No. of channels sampled = ',IHEAD( l I) 
TYPE*,' SAMPLING FREQUENCY (Hz)= ',IHEAD (3) 
TYPE*,' AIR FLOWMETER # ',IHEAD (4),' Reading(%*10)=' ,IHEAD (5) 
TYPE*,' AIR VELOCITY UGs(cm/s)= ',IHEAD(l3) 
TYPE*,' WATER FLOWMETER # ',IHEAD(6),'Reading(%*10)= ',IHEAD(7) 
TYPE*,' WATER VELOCITY ULs(cm/s)= ',IHEAD(l4) 
TYPE*,' TRANS. VELOCITY UTr(cm/s)= ',IHEAD(l5) 
TYPE * ,' BUFFER LENGTH = ',IHEAD (8) 
TYPE*,' THE LOCATION OF SENSOR! (in tenth of mm)=' ,IHEAD(9) 
TYPE * ,' THE LOCATION OF SENSOR2 (in tenth of mm) = ' ,IHEAD( 17) 
NBF=INREAD(' First block to process ') 
NBL=INREAD(' Last block to process ') 
IF(NBL.GT.IHEAD(2)*2)GOTO 75 
IF (NBF.EQ. l) GOTO 8 
DO 5 NB=l,NBF-1 !Skip a number of blocks 
CALL IDREAD(BL,LEN) 
CONTINUE 
CALL PSOUT l (' Name the times of transition file name ') 
CALL INSTR(FNAME) File for storing transition times 
OPEN(UNIT =4,NAME=FNAME,TYPE='NEW' ,FORM='UNFORMA TIED') 
WRITE( 4)(IHEAD(J),J=l ,20),NBL 
DT=l./lHEAD (3) 
NPR=2 
TBL=(LEN l )*DT 
DO 70 IBL=NBF,NBL 
TTO=(IBL-1 )*TBL 
CALL IDREAD(BL,LEN) 
TYPE * ,' Block # ',IBL 
DO 50 IPR= l ,NPR 
IF (IBL.EQ.NBF)THEN 
NTRN(IPR)=0 
IOLD(IPR)=0 
ENDIF 
IF (NTRN(IPR).GT.LEN2) THEN 

!Time difference between two sampling points 
!Number of probes 

! Total duration of one block 

! Starting time of the current block 

! Probe number 

! Counter of transitions 
! Assume initial liquid phase 

TYPE *,'ARRAY LENGTH IS NOT SUF_FICIENT!!!!!!!' 
GOTO 500 
ENDIF 
DO 71 1=1,LENI 
IIA=2048-IU(IPR,1) 
IF(IIA.GT.500)THEN 
INEW(IPR)=l 
ELSE 
INEW(IPR)=0 
END IF 
IF(INEW(IPR).EQ.IOLD(IPR))GOTO 71 

!Determine the transition times 
!0=-lOv; 4096=+10V 

! Gas phase 

! Liquid phase 

IF(INEW(IPR).EQ. l .AND.NTRN(IPR).EQ.0)GOTO 72 
! 1st counted transition from G to L 

NTRN(IPR)=NTRN(IPR)+ l !Store transitions 
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T A(IPR,NTRN(IPR))=(l-1 )*DT+ TIO 
IOLD(IPR)=INEW(IPR) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
TYPE *,'NTRNl = ',NTRN(l),' NTRN2 = ',NTRN(2) 
WRITE( 4 )NTRN( 1) 
WRITE( 4 )(TA( 1,1),1= I ,NTRN( I)) 
TYPE *,'TAI = ',TA(l,l),' TAlast = ',TA(l,NTRN(l)) 
WRITE(4)NTRN(2) 
TYPE*,' TBl = ',TA(2,l),' TBlast = ',TA(2,NTRN(2)) 
WRITE( 4)(TA(2,I),1=1,NTRN(2)) 
CLOSE(UNIT =4) 
END 

!Write to data file 

A2.4 The program "RPL TR" 

This program plots the transition times determined by "RTRANS" (A2.3), for both probes for 

any desired time interval. The plots show the time history of the phases at the probe tip. The 

subroutine "TRAN l" (A3. l) is used to transform the arrays filled with the transition times in 

such a way that they can be plotted. 

PROGRAM RPL TR 
PARAMETER LEN=60* I 024,LEN I =LEN/2 
INTEGER FN(8),IVI(4),IV2(4) 
INTEGER*2 IHEAD(20) 
REAL BIN(LEN),BINI(LEN),BIN2(LEN) 
REAL T(LEN),TA(LEN),TB(LEN),S(4) 
REAL TII(LEN),TI2(LEN) 
DAT A IV I / 50, I 000,470, 770/ ,IV2/50, I 000,50,350/ 
CALL PSOUTI(' NAME DATA DISK FILE') 
CALL INSTR(FN) !Open transition times file 
OPEN(UNIT =4,NAME=FN ,TYPE='OLD' ,FORM='UNFORMA TIED') 
READ( 4 )(IHEAD(I),1= 1,20),NBL 
TYPE * ,'FILE # = ',IHEAD (I) 
IDT =IHEAD( I 0)/ I 00 
TYPE *,'Taken at month #',(IHEAD(IO)-IDT*IO0),'Date: ',IDT 
TYPE *,'Total# of blocks= ',IHEAD(2)*2 
TYPE * ,'No. of channels sampled = ',IHEAD( 1 I) 
TYPE *,'Sampling frequency (Hz)= ',IHEAD(3) 
TYPE *,'Air velocity UGs= ',IHEAD(I3) 
TYPE *,'Water velocity ULs= \IHEAD(I4) 
TYPE * ,'Trans. velocity UTr= ',IHEAD( 15) 
TYPE * ,'The location of sensor I (in tenth of mm) = ',IHEAD(9) 
TYPE * ,'The location of sensor2 (in tenth of mm) = ',IHEAD( I 7) 
READ(4)NTRNA 
TYPE *,'No. of transitions 1st probe= ',NTRNA 
READ(4)(TA(l),l=l,NTRNA) !Center probe 
TYPE*,' 1st probe, 1st transition at= ',TA()), 
I' Last transition at= ',TA(NTRNA) 
READ( 4 )NTRNB 
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TYPE * ,'No. of transition 2nd probe = ',NTRNB 
READ( 4 )(TB(I),I= l ,NTRNB) 
TYPE*,' 2nd probe, 1st transition at= ',TA(l), 
l' Last transition at= ',TA(NTRNA) 
CLOSE (UNIT=4) 

!Second probe 

TST=FPREAD('DESIRED STARTING TIME FOR THE PLOT (sec)=') 
TFl=FPREAD('ENDING TIME = ') 
CALL TRANI(TA,NTRNA,TST,TFI,TTl,BINI,JJl) 
CALL TRANI(TB,NTRNB,TST,TFI,TT2,BIN2,JJ2) 
S(l)=TST 
S(2)=TFI 
TYPE *,'SI = ',S(l),' S2 = ',S(2) 
S(3)=-0.1 
S(4)=1.1 
CALL PCTR( I) 
CALL VECDR WI (TT I ,BIN l ,JJ l ,S,IV 1,4, 1, I, 1,0, I) 
CALL VECDR W 1 (TT2,BIN2,JJ2,S,IV2,4, 1,0, 1,0, 1) 
CALL ENDPCT 
IF(IVER(' Additional plot ? '))THEN 
CALL PAGE 
GOTO 500 
ELSE 
CALL EXIT 
END IF 
END 

The program "RALPFS" 

!Start x-axis 
!End x-axis 

!Start y-axis 
!End y-axis 

!Plotting 

This program reads the data file that contains the transition times from "RTRANS" (A2.3) and 

determines the following parameters: The mean void fraction and bubble frequency in the 

liquid slug and the number of considered Taylor bubbles and liquid slugs. After reading the 

data file from "RTRANS" (A2.3), the subroutine "TAYLOR" (A3.2) determines the Taylor 

bubble transition times for the centerprobe only. Using these Taylor bubble transition times the 

subroutine "DURATION" (A3.3) determines the mean lengths and standard deviations of Taylor 

bubbles and liquid slugs for the centerprobe. This subroutine also determines the number of 

considered Taylor bubbles and liquid slugs. Finally the subroutine "MNALP26" (A3.4) deter

mines the mean void fraction and mean bubble frequency in the liquid slug for both sensors. 

The liquid slug region is defined for both sensors by the Taylor bubble transition times of the 

centerprobe. The results are stored in a data file presenting: the radial position of the second 

probe, mean void fraction of first and second probe, mean bubble frequency of first and 

second probe and finally the number of liquid slugs and the number of Taylor bubbles. After 

this another input data file can be choosen and the whole procedure is repeated. 

PROGRAM RALPFS 
PARAMETER LEN=60* l 024,LEN l =LEN/2,MAX= I 000 
INTEGER FN( 16),FNAME( 16),ICOUNT(MAX),ICOUNTI(MAX) 
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REAL Tl(LEN),T2(LEN),TRI(MAX),TR2(MAX) 
REAL T(LEN), TR(MAX),A W(MAX),A WI (MAX),A W2(MAX) 
REAL BFQW(MAX),BFQW I (MAX),BFQW2(MAX) 
CALL PSOUTI('Name OUTPUT data disk file ') 
CALL INSTR(FNAME) 

!Output file 

OPEN (UNIT =3,NAME=FNAME,TYPE='NEW' ,FORM='FORMA TIED') 
WRITE (3,202) 
TBMINI=FPREAD('Minimum bubble duration probel(pipe D)= ') 
TSMIN=FPREAD('Minimum slug duration(Pipe D)= ') 
UGS=FPREAD('Gas superficial velocity(cm/ s)= ') 

!T.B.crit 
L.S.crit 

ULS=FPREAD('Liquid superficial velocity(cm/ s)= ') 
DIAM=5. !Pipe diameter [cm] 

!Gravitational acceleration [cm/s2] 

!Translational velocity [cm/s] 
!Minimum bubble duration [s] 

!Minimum slug duration [s] 

G=981 
US= l .2*(UGS+ ULS)+0.35*SQRT( G*DIAM) 
TBL I= TB MIN I *DIAM/ US 
TSL= TSMIN*DIAM/US 
CALL PSOUTI('Name INPUT data disk file') 
CALL INSTR(FN) !Data file transition times 
OPEN (UNIT =4,NAME=FN ,TYPE='OLD' ,FORM='UNFORMA TIED') 
READ (4)(1HEAD(l),l=l ,20),NBL 
TYPE *,'ULs(cm/ s)= ',IHEAD(I4) 
TYPE *,'UGs(cm/ s)= ' ,IHEAD(I3) 
TYPE *,'UTr(cm/ s)= ',IHEAD(l5) 
TYPE * ,'File # ',IHEAD( I),'# OF BLOCKS= ',NBL 
TYPE * ,'Dist. of sens. I from wall(in 10th of mm)= ',IHEAD(9) 
TYPE * ,'Dist. of sens.2 from wall(in I 0th of mm)= ' ,IHEAD( I 7) 
READ( 4 ),NTRN I 
READ( 4 ),(TI (1),1= l ,NTRN I) 
READ( 4 ),NTRN2 
READ( 4),(T2(1),1=1,NTRN2) 
CLOSE (UNIT =4) 
TYPE *,'T2= ',T2(1),'TLAST=',Tl(NTRNI) 
TST =FPREAD('Time to start processing= ') 
TFl=FPREAD('Time to complete processing= ') 
CALL TA YLOR(Tl ,NTRN l ,TST,TFI,TBLI ,TSL,TST ART,TRI ,ILBI) 
CALL DURATION(TRI,ILBI,TSTART,TLBMNI ,DEVBI,TLSMNI 
,DEVSI ,ILS,INB) 

!Central probe 
!Second probe 

CALL MN ALP26(T l ,NTRN I, TR l ,ILB I, TST ART,ALPMNSI ,FREQS I) 
CALL MNALP26(T2,NTRN2,TRl,ILBI,TSTART,ALPMNS2,FREQS2) 
WRITE (3,201) IHEAD( 17),ALPMNSI ,ALPMNS2,FREQSI ,FREQS2,ILS,INB 
FORMAT ( I H,13,2X,FI0.7,2X,FI0.7,2X,F8.3,2X,F8.3 ,2X,13, I X,13) 
FORMAT (/IH,'R= ',2X,'ALPI',8X,'ALP2',8X,'FREI',6X, 
'FRE2' ,6X, 'NTB', IX, 'NS') . 

IF (IVER('Want another input file [enter] ?')) GOTO 999 
CLOSE (UNIT=3) 
END 
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A2.6 The program "R WINDOW" 

This program reads the data file that contains the transition times from "RTRANS" (A2.3) and 

determines the local void fraction and the local bubble frequency in the liquid slug region 

which is divided into "windows". The subroutine "TAYLOR" (A3.2) determines the Taylor 

bubble transition times for the centerprobe. These Taylor bubble transition times are used to 

define the liquid slug region for both sensors. The subroutine "ALPWIN 1" (A3.6) divides each 

liquid slug into windows and in each of the windows the mean void fraction and bubble fre

quency is determined. The results are stored in a data file. First the input characteristics are 

stored: the superficial velocities, the translational velocity, the radial position of the second 

probe and the different criteria used for processing. The results are written in successive arrays 

as follows. First the considered windownumber and for the centerprobe the mean void fraction 

and the number of considered windows at this windownumber are stored. Then for the second 

probe the mean void fraction and the number of considered windows at this windownumber 

are stored and finally the mean bubble frequency of the centerprobe and the second probe in 

this window are stored. After storing the results, a new input file can be choosen and the pro

cedure will be repeated. 

& 

999 

PROGRAM R WINDOW 
PARAMETER LEN=60* 1024,LEN 1=LEN/2,MAX=1000 
INTEGER FN( 16),FNAME( 16),ICOUNT(MAX),ICOUNTI(MAX) 

,ICOUNT2(MAX) 
INTEGER*2 IHEAD(20) 
REAL Tl(LEN),T2(LEN),TR1(MAX),TR2(MAX) 
REAL T(LEN),TR(MAX),A W(MAX),A Wl(MAX),AW2(MAX) 
REAL BFQW(MAX),BFQW 1 (MAX),BFQW2(MAX) 
CALL PSOUTl('Name OUTPUT data disk file') 
CALL INSTR(FNAME) 

Output file 

OPEN (UNIT =3,NAME=FNAME,TYPE='NEW' ,FORM='FORMA TIED') 
TBMIN 1 =FPREAD('Minimum bubble duration probe 1 (pipe D)= ') 
TSMIN=FPREAD('Minimum slug duration(Pipe D)= ') 
WINL=FPREAD('Length of window in slug(pipe D)= ') 
UGS=FPREAD('Gas superficial velocity(cm/s)= ') 
ULS=FPREAD('Liquid superficial velocity(cm/s)= ') 
DIAM=5. 
G=981 
US= I .2*(UGS+ULS)+0.35*SQRT(G*DIAM) 
TBL 1 = TB MIN 1 *DIAM/US 
TSL= TSMIN*DIAM/US 
TWIN= WINL *DIAM/US 
CALL PSOUTl('Name INPUT data disk file') 

!Pipe diameter [cm] 
!Gravitational acceleration [cm/s2] 

!Translational velocity [cm/s] 
!Minimum bubble duration [s] 

!Minimum slug duration [s] 
!Window duration [s] 

CALL INSTR(FN) Transition times file 
OPEN (UNIT =4,NAME=FN ,TYPE='OLD' ,FORM='UNFORMA TIED') 
READ ( 4)(IHEAD(I),1= 1,20),NBL 
TYPE *,'ULs(cm/s)= ',IHEAD(14) 
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TYPE *,'UGs(cm/s)= ',IHEAD(l3) 
TYPE *,'UTr(cm/s)= ',IHEAD(I5) 
TYPE * ,'File # ',IHEAD( I),'# OF BLOCKS= ',NBL 
TYPE *,'Dist. of sens.I from wall(in 10th of mm)= ',IHEAD(9) 
TYPE * ,'Dist. of sens.2 from wall(in I 0th of mm)= ',IHEAD( I 7) 
READ( 4 ),NTRN I 
READ( 4 ),(TI (1),1= l ,NTRN I) 
READ( 4 ),NTRN2 
READ( 4),(T2(1),1=1,NTRN2) 
CLOSE (UNIT=4) 
TYPE *,'T2= ',T2(1),'TLAST=',Tl(NTRNI) 
TST =FPREAD('Time to start processing= ') 
TFl=FPREAD('Time to complete processing= ') 
CALL TAYLOR(Tl,NTRNI,TST,TFI,TBLI,TSL,TSTART,TRI,ILBI) 
CALL ALPWIN I (Tl ,NTRN I, TRI ,ILB I, TWIN, TST ART ,AW I, 

I COUNT l ,BFQW l ,IWMAX I) 
CALL ALPWINI(T2,NTRN2,TRI,ILBI,TWIN,TSTART,AW2, 

ICOUNT2,BFQW2,IWMAX2) 
WRITE (3,101) IHEAD(l4),IHEAD(I3),IHEAD(l5) 
WRITE (3,102) IHEAD(l7) 

!Central probe 
!Second probe 

WRITE (3,103) TBMINI,TSMIN,WINL,WAKE 
IF (IWMAXI.GE.IWMAX2) THEN 
IWW=IWMAXI 

!Maximum number of windows 

ELSE 
IWW=IWMAX2 
ENDIF 

TSUMI=0 
TSUM2=0 
NUMBERI=0 
NUMBER2=0 
WRITE (5,202) 
WRITE (3,202) 
DO 71 l=l,IWW 
SUMl=A Wl(I)*ICOUNTI(I) 
SUM2=A W2(I)*ICOUNT2(1) 
TSUM I= TSUM I +SUM I 
TSUM2= TSUM2+SUM2 
NUMBER 1 =NUMBER 1 + I COUNT I (I) 
NUMBER2=NUMBER2+ICOUNT2(1) 
WRITE (5,203) I,A WI (l),ICOUNTI(l),A W2(1),ICOUNT2(1),BFQW I (1),BFQW2(1) 
WRITE (3,203) l,A Wl(l),ICOUNTI(l),A W2(1),ICOUNT2(1),BFQWI(I),BFQW2(1) 
CONTINUE 
ALPWI=TSUMI/NUMBERI !Average void-fraction in windows probel 
ALPW2=TSUM2/NUMBER2 !Average void-fraction in windows probe2 
FORMAT ( I H,'ULs( cm/s)=' ,14,2X,'UGs( cm/s)=' ,14,2X, 'UTr( cm/s)=' ,14) 
FORMAT (IH,'Dist. of sens.2 from wall(in 10th of mm)= ',14) 
FORMAT (/ I H,'MIN.BUBBLE DUR.' ,2X,'MIN.SLUG DUR.' ,2X,'WIND.LEN.' 
,2X,'W AKE LEN.'/ I H, 7X,F5.2, I 0X,F5.2,6X,F5.2,6X,F5.2,2X, 'pipe d') 
FORMAT (/ I H,'MEAN ALPHA' ,4X,'PROBE I', 7X,'PROBE2' / 
I H, 'WINDOW NO.' ,27X, '# windows' ,2X, 'BFREQ. l ',3X, 'BFREQ.2') 
FORMAT (IH,6X,13,4X,FI0.7,2X,13,2X,Fl0.7,5X,13,5X,F7.3,4X,F7.3) 
IF (IVER('Want another input file [enter) ?')) GOTO 999 
CLOSE (UNIT=3) 
END 
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A2.7 The program "RHISTO" 

This program reads the data file that contains the transition times from "RTRANS" (A2.3) and 

determines the Taylor bubble length and liquid slug length distribution for the centerprobe. The 

subroutine "TAYLOR" (A3.2) determines the Taylor bubble transition times and the subroutine 

"DURA TION2" (A3.5) uses the Taylor bubble transition times to calculate Taylor bubble and 

liquid slug durations and prepares the distribution arrays. The results are stored in a data file as 

follows. First of all mean Taylor bubble duration and mean liquid slug duration with their 

respective standard deviations are stored after which the mean Taylor bubble length and mean 

liquid slug length with their respective standard deviations are stored. The histograms are stored 

as follows. For each considered BIN the number of liquid slugs is stored and the same is done 

for the Taylor bubbles. 

11 

999 

PROGRAM RHISTO 
PARAMETER LEN=60* I 024,LEN I =LEN/ 2,MAX= I 000,MAXIM= I 0000 
INTEGER FN(l6),FNAME(l6),ISTB(MAXIM),ISLS(MAXIM) 
INTEGER*2 IHEAD(20) 
REAL Tl(LEN),T2(LEN),TRI(MAX),TR2(MAX) 
REAL T(LEN),TR(MAX) 
CALL PSOUTI('Name OUTPUT data disk file') 
CALL INSTR(FNAME) 
OPEN (UNIT =3,NAME=FNAME,TYPE='NEW' ,FORM='FORMA TIED') 
DO 11 I=l ,MAXIM 
ISTB(I)=0 
ISLS(I)=0 
CONTINUE 

!Histograms for T.B. 
!Histograms for L.S. 

INBB=0 !Total number of Taylor bubbles 
ILSS=0 !Total number of liquid slugs 
TLSS=0 !Total detected liquid slug duration 
TLBB=0 !Total detected Taylor bubble duration 
SUMBB=0 !For the calculation of the T.B. standard deviation 
SUMSS=0 !For the calculation of the L.S. standard deviation 
BINB=FPREAD('Duration of one BIN in histogram T.B. (pipe D) ') 
BINS=FPREAD('Duration of one BIN in histogram L.S.(pipe D) ') 
TBMIN I =FPREAD('Minimum bubble duration probe I (pipe D)= ') 
TSMIN=FPREAD('Minimum slug duration(Pipe D)= ') 
UGS=FPREAD('Gas superficial velocity(cm/ s)= ') 
ULS=FPREAD('Liquid superficial velocity(cm/s)= ') 
DIAM=5. !Pipe diameter (cm] 
G=981 !Gravitational acceleration [cm/ s2] 

US=l .2*(UGS+ULS)+0.35*SQRT(G*DIAM) !Translational velocity (cm/s] 
TBLI=TBMINI*DIAM/ US !Minimum bubble duration (s] 
TSL=TSMIN*DIAM/ US !Minimum slug duration [s] 
TBINB=BINB*DIAM/ US !Time duration of one BIN in histogram T.B. 
TBINS=BINS*DIAM/US !Time duration of one BIN in histogram L.S. 
CALL PSOUTl('Name INPUT data disk file') 
CALL INSTR(FN) Transition times file 
OPEN (UNIT =4,NAME=FN,TYPE='OLD' ,FORM='UNFORMA TIED') 
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READ ( 4 )(IHEAD(I),1= 1,20),NBL 
TYPE *,'ULs(cm/s)= ',IHEAD(l4) 
TYPE *,'UGs(cm/s)= ',IHEAD(l3) 
TYPE *,'UTr(cm/s)= ',IHEAD(15) 
TYPE *,'File# ',IHEAD(l),'# OF BLOCKS= ',NBL 
TYPE * ,'Dist. of sens. I from wall(in 10th of mm)= ',IHEAD(9) 
TYPE *,'Dist. of sens.2 from wall(in 10th of mm)= ',IHEAD(I7) 
READ(4),NTRNI 
READ(4),(Tl(I),1=1,NTRNI) 
READ( 4 ),NTRN2 
READ( 4),(T2(1),I= l ,NTRN2) 
CLOSE (UNIT=4) 
TYPE *,'T2= ',T2(1),'TLAST=',Tl(NTRN1) 
TST =FPREAD('Time to start processing= ') 
TFl=FPREAD('Time to complete processing= ') 
CALL TAYLOR(Tl,NTRNI,TST,TFI,TBLI,TSL,TSTART,TRI,ILBI) 

!Central probe 
!Second probe 

CALL DURA TION2(TR l ,ILB 1, TST ART, TLB, TBINB, TBINS,SUMB, TLS,SUMS, 
ILS,INB,ISTB,IMAXB,ISLS,IMAXS) 

SUMBB=SUMBB+SUMB 
SUMSS=SUMSS+SUMS 
TLBB=TLBB+TLB !Total duration of Taylor bubbles 
TLSS= TLSS+ TLS !Total duration of liquid slugs 
INBB=INBB+INB !Total number of considered Taylor bubbles 
ILSS=ILSS+ILS !Total number of considered liquid slugs 
TYPE *,'NUMBER OF TAYLOR-BUBBLES= ',INBB 
TYPE * ,'NUMBER OF SLUGS = ',ILSS 
IF (IVER('Want another input file [enter] ?')) GOTO 999 
TLBMN=TLBB/INBB !Mean Taylor bubble time duration [s] 
TLSMN=TLSS/ILSS !Mean liquid slug time duration [s] 
DEVB=SQRT(SUMBB/INBB) !Standard deviation Taylor bubble [s] 
DEVS=SQRT(SUMSS/ILSS) !Standard deviation liquid slug [s] 
TLBMND=TLBMN*US !Mean Taylor bubble length [cm] 
TLSMND=TLSMN*US !Mean liquid slug length [cm] 
DEVBD=DEVB*US !Standard deviation Taylor bubble [cm] 
DEVSD=DEVS*US !Standard deviation liquid slug [cm] 
WRITE (3,201) TLBMN,DEVB,TLSMN,DEVS,TLBMND,DEVBD 

, TLSMND,DEVSD 
WRITE (3,202) 
DO 12 l=l,IMAXS 
BINSS=(l*BINS) 

!Liquid slug length histogram 

WRITE (3,102) ISLS(I),BINSS 
CONTINUE 
WRITE (3,203) 
DO 13 I= I ,IMAXB 
BINBB=(I*BINB) 
WRITE (3,103) ISTB(I),BINBB 
CONTINUE 
FORMAT (IH,2X,14,3X,F6.2) 
FORMAT (IH,2X,14,3X,F6.2) 

!Taylor bubble length histogram 

FORMAT (IH,'T.B. dur.',2X,'st.dev.',2X,'L.S.dur.',2X,'st.dev.', 
2X,'T.B.length' ,2X,'st.dev.' ,2X,'L.S.length' ,2X, 
'st.dev.'/ IH,2X,'[s]' ,6X,'[s]' ,6X,'[s]' ,6X,'[s]', 
6X,'[ cm]' ,6X,'[ cm]' ,6X,'[ cm]' ,6X,'[ cm]'/ I H,F8.4, IX 
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& ,F8.4,IX,F8.4,IX,F8.4,lX,F8.4,lX,F8.4,lX,F8.4,lX,F8.4) 
202 FORMAT ( I H,'No.L.S.' ,2X,'BINS' / I H, IOX,'[pipe D]') 
203 FORMAT (IH,'No.T.B.',2X,'BINS'/IH,IOX,'[pipe D]') 

CLOSE (UNIT=3) 
1000 END 

A2.8 The program "RBFLOW" 

This program reads the data file that contains the transition times from "RTRANS" (A2.3) and 

determines the mean void fraction in bubble flow. The subroutine "MNALP7" (A3.8) deter

mines the mean void fraction for both sensors. The results are stored in a data file as follows. 

The radial position of the second probe is stored after which the mean void fraction of the first 

and second probe are stored. After this a new input file can be choosen and the whole proce

dure is repeated. 

500 

PROGRAM RBFLOW 
PARAMETER LEN=60* I 024,LEN I =LEN/2,MAX= I 000 
INTEGER FN(l6),FNAME(I6),ICOUNT(I0O),ICOUNTI(I00),ICOUNT2(100) 
INTEGER*2 IHEAD(20) 
REAL Tl(LEN),T2(LEN),TRI(MAX),TR2(MAX) 
REAL T(LEN), TR(MAX),A W(l 00),A W 1(100),A W2(100) 
REAL BFQW(l000),BFQWI(I000),BFQW2(1000) 
CALL PSOUTI('Name OUTPUT data disk file') 
CALL INSTR(FNAME) 

!Output file 

OPEN (UNIT =3,NAME=FNAME,TYPE='NEW' ,FORM='FORMA TIED') 
WRITE (3,101) 
CALL PSOUTI('Name INPUT data disk file ') 
CALL INSTR(FN) 

!Transition times file 

OPEN (UNIT =4,NAME=FN, TYPE='OLD' ,FORM='UNFORMA TIED') 
READ ( 4)(IHEAD(I),I= 1,20),NBL 
TYPE *,'ULs(cm/s)= ',IHEAD(l4) 
TYPE *,'UGs(cm/s)= ',IHEAD(l3) 
TYPE *,'UTr(cm/s)= ',IHEAD(l5) 
TYPE * ,'File # ',IHEAD( I),'# OF BLOCKS= ',NBL 
TYPE *,'Dist. of sens.I from wall(in 10th of mm)= ',IHEAD(9) 
TYPE *,'Dist. of sens.2 from wall(in 10th of mm)= ',IHEAD(l7) 
READ(4),NTRNI 
READ( 4),(Tl(I),1=1,NTRN I) 
READ( 4 ),NTRN2 
READ(4),(T2(I),I=l,NTRN2) . 
CLOSE (UNIT=4) 
TYPE *,'T2= ',T2(1),'TLAST=',Tl(NTRNI) 
TST=FPREAD('Time to start processing=') 
TFI=FPREAD('Time to complete processing= ') 
TIOT = TFI-TST 
CALL MNALP7 (Tl,NTRNl,TFl,TST,TBTl) 
CALL MNALP7 (T2,NTRN2,TFI,TST,TBT2) 
ALPMNB 1 = TBT 1 / TIOT 
ALPMNB2= TBT2/TTOT 
WRITE (3,102) IHEAD( 17),ALPMNB l ,ALPMNB2 

!Central probe 
!Second probe 

!Total duration of processing 
First probe 

Second probe 
!Mean void fraction probel 
!Mean void fraction probe2 
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IF (IVER('Want another input data file (enter] ?')) GOTO 500 
CLOSE (UNIT=3) 

101 FORMAT (lH,'VOID FRACTION IN BUBBLE FLOW'//IH,'r (mm]',4X 
& , 'Center' ,4X, 'Second') 

102 FORMAT (lH,I4,6X,Fl0.7,2X,Fl0.7) 
1000 END 

A2.9 The program "RSHAPE" 

This program reads the data file that contains the transition times from "RTRANS" (A2.3) and 

determines the experimental Taylor bubble shape and Taylor bubble length. The subroutine 

"TAYLOR" (A3.2) determines the Taylor bubble transition times for both (!) sensors. The sub

routine "DURATION" (A3.3) determines the mean Taylor bubble length for the centerprobe 

only. Finally the subroutine "CAP" (A3.7) determines the axial difference between the Taylor 

bubble start of the centerprobe and the Taylor bubble start of the second sensor. In order to 

minimize the influence of highly deformed bubbles only bubbles behind long liquid slugs are 

taken into account and results that lie far outside the region defined by the calculated standard 

deviation are discarded after which a new standard deviation is calculated and the procedure 

can be repeated. The results are stored in a data file as follows. The radial position of the 

second probe is stored after which the mean axial difference between the Taylor bubble start of 

the centerprobe and the Taylor bubble start of the second sensor is stored together with the 

standard deviation and the number of considered Taylor bubble caps. Then the mean Taylor 

bubble length and standard deviation, number of considered Taylor bubbles and the length of a 

slug unit are stored. After this a new input file can be choosen and the whole procedure is rep

eated. 

PROGRAM RSHAPE 
PARAMETER LEN=60* I 024,LEN I =LEN/2,MAX= l 000 
INTEGER FNAME(l6),FN(l6) 
INTEGER*2 IHEAD(20) 
REAL Tl(LEN),T2(LEN),TRI(MAX),TR2(MAX) 
REAL T(LEN),TR(MAX) 
COMMON D,UTR 
CALL PSOUTl('Name OUTPUT data disk file') 
CALL INSTR(FNAME) 
OPEN (UNIT =3,NAME=FNAME, TYPE='NEW' ,FORM='FORMA TTED') 
WRITE (3,201) 

999 CALL PSOUTI('Name INPUT data disk file') 
CALL INSTR(FN) 
OPEN (UNIT=4,NAME=FN ,TYPE='OLD' ,FORM='UNFORMA TIED') 
READ (4)(IHEAD(I),I=l,20),NBL 
TYPE *,'ULs(cm/ s)= ',IHEAD(l4) 
TYPE *,'UGs(cm/s)= ',IHEAD(13) 
TYPE *,'UTr(cm/s)= ',IHEAD(15) 
TYPE * ,'File # ',IHEAD( I),'# OF BLOCKS= ',NBL 
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TYPE *,'Dist. of sens.I from wall(in 10th of mm)= ',IHEAD(9) 
READ( 4),NTRN 1 
READ( 4 ),(T 1 ( I) ,I= l ,NTRN 1) 
READ( 4 ),NTRN2 
READ( 4),(T2(1),l=l ,NTRN2) 
TYPE *,'TSTART= ',Tl(l),'TEND= ',Tl(NTRNl) 
CLOSE (UNIT=4) 
TST=FPREAD('Time to start processing=') 
TFl=FPREAD('Time to complete processing= ') 
TBMINl=FPREAD('Minimum bubble duration probel(pipe D)= ') 
TBMIN2=FPREAD('Minimum bubble duration probe2(pipe D)= ') 
TSMIN=FPREAD('Minimum slug duration(Pipe D)= ') 
ULS=FPREAD('Liquid superficial velocity(m/s)= ') 
UGS=FPREAD('Gas superficial velocity(m/s)= ') 

!Central probe 
!Second probe 

ENDLOOP=INREAD('Number of loops with St. Dev.?') !Repeat procedure 
NTIMES=INREAD('Times st. dev.? ') Mult.factor st.dev. 
DEVCHECK=l0 !Initial limit to discard results 
G=9 .81 !Gravitational acceleration [ m/s2] 

D=0.05 !Pipe diameter [m] 
UTR=l .2*(ULS+UGS)+0.35*SQRT(G*D) !Translational velocity [m/s] 
TBLl=TBMINl*D/UTR !Minimum Taylor bubble duration probe! [s] 
TBL2=TBMIN2*D/UTR !Minimum Taylor bubble duration probe2 [s] 
TSL=TSMIN*D/UTR !Minimum Liquid slug duration [s] 
CALL TAYLOR(Tl,NTRNl,TST,TFl,TBLl,TSL,TSTARTl,TRl,ILBl) 
CALL TA YLOR(T2,NTRN2, TST, TFI, TBL2, TSL, TST ART2, TR2,ILB2) 
IF (TSTARTI.EQ.TST.AND.TSTART2.EQ.TST) TSTART=TST 
IF (TSTARTI.NE.TST.AND.TSTART2.NE.TST) TSTART=TSTARTl 
IF (TSTART.NE.TST.OR.TSTART.NE.TSTARTl) THEN 

ENDIF 

TYPE * ,'WRONG!!!!' 
GOTO 1000 

CALL DURA TION(TRl ,ILBl ,TSTART,TLBMN,DEVB,TLSMN,DEVS,ILS,INB) 
TLBMN 1 = TLBMN*UTR !Mean T.B. length 
DEVBl=DEVB*UTR !St.dev. T.B. 
SLU=TLBMNl+TLSMN*UTR !Length of slug unit 
LOOP=0 

12 CALL CAP(TR l ,ILB 1, TR2,ILB2, TST ART ,DEVCHECK,AXCF ,AXCFF ,NDF) 
LOOP=LOOP+ 1 
IF (NDF.EQ.0) THEN 
TYPE * ,'NO CONSIDERED CAPS' 
ELSE 
AXCMNF=(AXCF*UTR)/NDF !Mean axial coordinate cap 
DEVF=SQRT(AXCFF/NDF-AXCMNF**2) !Standard deviation cap 
DEVCHECK=AXCMNFN+NTIMES*DEVF !New limit to discard results 
WRITE (3,202) IHEAD(l7),AXCMNF,DEVF,NDF,TLBMN1,DEVB1,INB,SLU 

201 FORMAT (/ / 1 H,'POS.2' ,3X,'CAP' ,3X,'St.dev .' ,3X,'# CAPS', 
& 3X,'T.B.L.' ,SX,'ST.DEV.' ,2X,'# T.B.', 1 X,'SLU' /2X, 
& '(10th of mm)',7X,'DIFF.(m)',16X,'DIFF.(m)') 

202 FORMAT ( 1 H,15, 1 X,F9. 7, 1 X,F8.6,2X,l4,2X,Fl 0. 7 ,2X,Fl 0.6,2X,l5, 1 X,FS.4) 
ENDIF 
IF (LOOP.NE.ENDLOOP) GOTO 12 

1000 IF (IVER('Want another data file ?')) GOTO 999 
CLOSE (UNIT=3) 
END 
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A3 SUBROUTINES USED FOR DAT APROCESSING 

In the following the subroutines that are used in the programs of Appendix 2 are presented and 

shortly described. 

A3. l The subroutine "TRAN l" 

This subroutine is used in the program "RPLTR" (A2.4) and it transformes the arrays filled 

with the transition times from "RTRANS" (A2.3) so they can be plotted as time history for any 

desired time interval. 

5 

7 

10 
100 

SUBROUTINE TRANl(T,NTRN,TST,TFI,TT,BIN,JJ) 
DIMENSION T(l ), TT(l ),BIN(l) 
N=O 
1=2 
TT(l)=TST 
IF(TST.EQ.0)GO TO 7 
N=N+l 
IF (T(N).LE.TST) GOTO 5 
DO 10 I=N,NTRN 
IF (T(I).GE.TFI) GOTO 100 
IF ((1/2)*2.NE.I) THEN 
J=J+l 
TT(J)=T(I) 
BIN(J)=0.0 
J=J+l 
TT(J)=T(I+l) 
BIN(J)=0.0 
ELSE 
J=J+l 
TT(J)=T(I) 
BIN(J)=l.0 
J=J+l 
TT(J)= T(I+ I) 
BIN(J)=l.0 
ENDIF 
CONTINUE 
IF(BIN(3).EQ.1 )THEN 
BIN(2)=0. 
ELSE 
BIN(2)=1. 
END IF 
BIN( l )=BIN(2) 
TT(J)=TFI 
TT(2)=TT(3) 
JJ=J 
RETURN 
END 

! Index of the input vector 
! Index of the plotted vector component 

! Initial time 

!Lower than starting time 

!End 

!Array that will be plotted 

! Total length of plotted vector 
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A3.2 The subroutine "TAYLOR" 

This subroutine is used in the programs "RALPFS" (A2.5), "RWINOOW" (A2.6), "RHISTO" 

(A2.7) and "RSHAPE" (A2.9) and it determines the Taylor bubble transition times and stores 

them in an array. The status of the first stored transition (begin or end of a Taylor bubble) is 

determined by the parameter TSTART. 

30 

50 
20 

500 

SUBROUTINE TA YLOR(T,NTRN,TST,TFI,TBL,TSL,TST ART,TR,ILB) 
DIMENSION T(l),TR(l) 
ILB=0 
1=0 
TSTART=TST 
l=l+l 
IF (T(I).LE.TST) GOTO IO 
IF ((1/2)*2.NE.1) THEN 
OT= T(I)-TST 

l=l+l 
ENDIF 

IF(DT.GT.TBL) THEN 
ILB=ILB+l 
TR(ILB)= T(I) 
TSLB=T(I) 
TSTART=T(I) 
ENDIF 

00 20 J=l,NTRN 
IF (T(J).GT.TFI) GOTO 500 
IF ((J/2)*2.EQ.J) GOTO 50 
TODD=T(J) 
TB= TODD-TEVEN 
IF (TB.GE.TBL) THEN 
ILB=ILB+l 
TR(ILB)= TE VEN 
ILB=ILB+l 
TR(ILB)=TODD 
IF (ILB.EQ.2) GOTO 30 
TS=TEVEN-TSLB 

IF (TS.L T.TSL) THEN 
ILB=ILB-2 
TR(ILB)=TODD 
IF (ILB.EQ.l) TSTART=TODD 
ENDIF 

TSLB=TODD 
ENDIF 
GOTO 20 
TEVEN=T(J) 
CONTINUE 
GOTO 1000 
IF ((J/ 2)*2.NE.J) TB=T(J)-TEVEN 

IF (TB.GE.TBL) THEN 
TS=TEVEN-TR(ILB) 

IF(TS.GE.TSL)THEN 

!Counter of transition times 

!Start with bubble 

!Lower than starting time 
!Gas/liquid transition 

!Exceeding min. T.B. 

!First T.B. transition 
!Begin of liquid slug 

!Start with slug 

End 
Liquid/ gas transition 

Bubble duration 
!Crit. for min. bubble duration 

!Counter of transition times 
Store transition times 

!Duration of liquid slug 
!Crit. for min. slugdur. 

New transition times 

!Begin of liquid slug 



ENDIF 
1000 RETURN 

END 
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ILB=ILB+l 
TR(ILB)= TE VEN 
ENDIF 

A3.3 The subroutine "DURATION" 

!If ending with T.B. store begin 

This subroutine is used in the program "RALPFS" (A2.5) and it uses the Taylor bubble transi

tion times from the subroutine "TAYLOR" (A3.2) to calculate the mean durations of liquid 

slugs and Taylor bubbles and their respective standard deviations. 

IO 

SUBROUTINE DURA TION(TR,ILB,TST ART,TLBMN,DEVB,TLSMN 
& ,DEVS,ILS,INB) 

DIMENSION TR(l) 
REAL TSS( 1000 ), TBB(l 000) 
DATA TSS/I000*0/,TBB/1000*0/ 
TLB=0 
TLS=0 
INB=0 
ILS=0 
1=0 
l=l+l 
DT = TR(I)-TST ART 
IF (DT.EQ.0) THEN 
DO IO J=l,ILB 

IF ((J/2)*2.NE.J) THEN 
TODD=TR(J) 

IF (ILS.GE.l) THEN 
INB=INB+l 
TB= TODD-TE VEN 
TLB=TLB+TB 
TBB(INB)=TB 
ENDIF 

ELSE 
TEVEN=TR(J) 
TG= TE VEN-TODD 
TLS=TLS+TG 
ILS=ILS+l 
TSS(ILS)= TG 
ENDIF 

CONTINUE 
ELSE 
DO 20 J= l ,ILB 

IF ((J/2)*2.NE.J) THEN 
TODD=TR(J) 

IF (INB.GE.l) THEN 
ILS=ILS+l 
TG= TODD-TE VEN 
TLS=TLS+TG 

!Total duration of Taylor-bubbles 
!Total duration of liquid slugs 

!Counter of Taylor-bubbles 
!Counter of liquid slugs 

!Index for Taylor bubble transitions 

!Start with slug or bubble 
!Start with slug 

Gas/liquid transition 

!Taylor bubble duration 

Liquid slug duration 

!Start with bubble 
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T&5(1LS)= TG 
ENDIF 

ELSE 
TEVEN=TR(J) 
TB=TEVEN-TODD 
TLB=TLB+TB 
INB=INB+l 
TBB(INB)=TB 
ENDIF 

CONTINUE 
ENDIF 
TLBMN= TLB/INB 
SUM=0 
DO 30 I= l ,INB 
DIFSQ=(TLBMN-TBB(l))**2 
SUM =SUM+DIFSQ 
CONTINUE 
DEVB=SQRT(SUM/INB) 
TLSMN= TLS/ILS 
SUM=0 
DO 40 l=l,ILS 
DIFSQ=(TLSMN-TSS(I))**2 
SUM=SUM+DIFSQ 
CONTINUE 
DEVS=SQRT(SUM/ILS) 
RETURN 
END 

!Taylor-bubble mean duration 

!Standard deviation of T.B. length 
!Mean duration of liquid slug 

!Standard deviation of LS.length 

A3.4 The subroutine "MNALP26" 

This subroutine is used in the program "RALPFS" (A2.5) and it uses the Taylor bubble transi

tion times from the subroutine "TAYLOR" (A3.2) in order to define the liquid slug region and 

determines the mean void fraction and mean bubble frequency in the liquid slug region. The 

begin of the liquid slug region is corrected if the first encounterd transition in the liquid slug 

happens to be a gas/ liquid transition. 

50 

51 

SUBROUTINE MNALP26(T,NTRN,TR,ILB,TST ART,ALPMNS,FREQS) 
PARAMETER MAX=l000 
DIMENSION T(l),TR(l) 
TGS=0 
TLS=0 
IBS=0 
J=0 
l=l 
DTST=TR(l)-TSTART 
IF (DTST.EQ.0) GOTO 51 
l=l+l 
IF (I.GE.ILB) GOTO 500 
TBEGIN=TR(I) 
1=1+1 

!Total gasduration in the liquid slug 
!Total duration of the liquid slug 

!Counter of bubbles in the liquid slug 
!Counter transition times 

!Counter Taylor bubble transition times 

!Start with liquid slug 

End 
!Beginning of the liquid slug 



IO 

15 

20 

500 

TEND=TR(I) 
TS=TEND-TBEGIN 
TLS=TLS+TS 
TEVEN=-1 
J=J+l 
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IF (T(J).LE.TBEGIN) GOTO IO 

J=J+l 

IF (T(J).GE.TEND) THEN 
TGS=TGS+TS 
IBS=IBS+l 
ELSE 
GOTO 15 
ENDIF 

IF (T(J).LE.TBEGIN) GOTO 10 
IF (T(J).GE.TEND) THEN 

IF ((J/2)*2.NE.J) THEN 
J=J-2 

!End of the liquid slug 
!Time duration of the liquid slug 

!"Flag" 

!No bubbles in the liquid slug 

Exceeding the end of L.S. 
!Gas to liquid transition 

IF (TEVEN.LE.TBEGIN) THEN !Whole L.S.,gas 
TGS=TGS+TS 
IBS=IBS+l 
ELSE !Bubble exceeding end of L.S. 
TGS=TGS+TEND-TEVEN !Part of bubble 
IBS=IBS+l 

ENDIF 

GOTO 50 
ELSE 
J=J-2 
GOTO 50 
ENDIF 

IF ((J/2)*2.EQ.J) GOTO 20 

ENDIF 

IF (TEVEN.EQ.-1) THEN 
TBEG=T(J) 
TLS= TLS-TBEG+ TBEGIN 
GOTO IO 
ENDIF 

TODD=T(J) 
TB= TODD-TE VEN 
TGS=TGS+TB 
IBS=IBS+l 
GOTO IO 
TEVEN=T(J) 
GOTO 10 
ALPMNS= TGS/TLS 
FREQS=IBS/TLS 
RETURN 
END 

!Liquid/gas transition 
!First transition L.S., gas/liquid 

!New begin of liquid slug 
Correction 

!Always a gas/liquid transition 
!Bubble duration 

!Always liquid to gas transition 

!Mean void-fraction in slug 
!Mean bubble-frequency in slug 

A3.5 The subroutine "DURA TION2" 

This subroutine is used in the program "RHISTO" (A2.7) and it uses the Taylor bubble transi

tion times determined by the subroutine "TAYLOR" (A3.2) in order to determine the mean 
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duration of liquid slugs and Taylor bubbles and their respective standard deviations. The 

difference with the subroutine "DURATION" (A3.3) is that this subroutine also prepares the 

histograms for liquid slug and Taylor bubble length distributions. 

& 
SUBROUTINE DURA TION2(TR,ILB, TST ART ,TLB, TBINB, TBINS,SUMB, TLS, 

SUMS,ILS,INB,ISTB,IMAXB,ISLS,IMAXS) 
DIMENSION TR( l ),ISLS( l ),ISTB( l) 
REAL TSS(IO00),TBB(I000) 
DATA TSS/1000*0/,TBB/IO00*0/ 
TLB=0 
TLS=0 
INB=0 
ILS=0 
1=0 

!Total time duration of Taylor-bubbles 
!Total time duration of liquid slugs 

!Counter of Taylor-bubbles 
!Counter of liquid slugs 

!Counter of Taylor bubble transitions 
I=I+l 
DT=TR(I)-TSTART 
IF (DT.EQ.0) THEN 
DO 10 J=l,ILB 

IF ((J/2)*2.NE.J) THEN 
TODD=TR(J) 

ELSE 

IF (!LS.GE.I) THEN 
INB=INB+l 
TB= TODD-TE VEN 
l=l +JINT(TB/TBINB) 
IMAXB=MAX0(IMAXB,I) 
ISTB(l)=ISTB(I)+ l 
TLB=TLB+TB 
TBB(INB)= TB 
ENDIF 

TEVEN=TR(J) 
TG=TEVEN-TODD 
I= l +JINT(TG /TB INS) 
IMAXS=MAX0(IMAXS,I) 
ISLS(I)=ISLS(I)+ l 
TLS=TLS+TG 
ILS=ILS+l 
TSS(ILS)= TG 
ENDIF 

CONTINUE 
ELSE 
DO 20 J=l,ILB 

IF ((J/ 2)*2 .NE.J) THEN 
TODD=TR(J) 

IF (INB.GE. l) THEN 
ILS=ILS+l 
TG= TODD-TE VEN 
I= I +JINT(TG /TB INS) 
IMAXS=MAX0(IMAXS,I) 
ISLS(l)=ISLS(I)+ l 
TLS=TLS+TG 
TSS(ILS)= TG 

!Start with slug or bubble 
!Start with slug 

!Gas to liquid transition 

!Taylor bubble time duration 
!BIN number 

!Maximum BIN-number 
!Data for T.B. histogram 

!Liquid to gas transition 
!Liquid slug time duration 

!BIN number 
!Maximum BIN-number 

!Data for liquid slug histogram 

!Start with Taylor bubble 
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ENDIF 
ELSE 
TEVEN=TR(J) 
TB=TEVEN-TODD 
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I= 1 +JINT(TB/TBINB) 
IMAXB=MAX0(IMAXB,I) 
ISTB(I)=ISTB(I)+ 1 
TLB=TLB+TB 
INB=INB+l 
TBB(INB)= TB 
ENDIF 

CONTINUE 
ENDIF 
TLBMN= TLB/INB 
SUMB=0 
DO 30 I= l ,INB 
DIFSQ=(TLBMN-TBB(I))**2 
SUMB=SUMB+DIFSQ 
CONTINUE 
TLSMN= TLS/ ILS 
SUMS=0 
DO 40 l=l,ILS 
DIFSQ=(TLSMN-TSS(I))**2 
SUMS=SUMS+DIFSQ 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

The subroutine "ALPWINI" 

!Taylor bubble mean duration 

!For the calculation of standard dev. T.B. 

!Mean liquid slug duration 

!For the calculation of standard dev. L.S. 

This subroutine is used in the program "RWINDOW" (A2.6) and it uses the Taylor bubble tran

sition times determined by the subroutine "TAYLOR" (A3.2) in order to define the liquid slug 

region which is then (in axial direction) divided into "windows". In each of the windows the 

mean void fraction and the mean bubble frequency are calculated. 

& 

4 

5 

SUBROUTINE ALPWIN l(T,NTRN,TR,ILB,TWIN ,TST ART,A W 
,ICOUNT,BFQW ,IWMAX) 

PARAMETER MAX=I000 
DIMENSION T(l),TR(l),AW(I ),ICOUNT(I),BFQW(l) 
INTEGER IBW( 10000) 
REAL TWG(MAX),TWI(MAX) 
DO 4 l=I,10000 
IBW(I)=0 
CONTINUE 
DO 5 1=1 ,MAX 
TWG(l)=0 
ICOUNT(l)=0 
TWI(l)=0 
CONTINUE 
J=0 
IWMAX=l 

!Counter of bubbles in windows 

!Gas duration in windows 
!Counter of window occurrences 

!Total time duration of each window 

!Counter transition times 
!Maximum number of windows 



50 

51 

16 

18 

IW=0 
I=l 
DTST=TR(I)-TSTART 
IF (DTST.EQ.0) GOTO 51 
I=I+l 
IF (I.GE.ILB) GOTO 500 
TBEGIN= TR(I) 
l=I+l 
TEND=TR(I) 
IWBEG=0 
IW=l 
TWINB= TBEGIN 
TWINF= TBEGIN+ TWIN 
TS=TEND-TBEGIN 
TEVEN=-1 
J=J+l 
IF (T(J).LE.TBEGIN) GOTO 10 
IF ((J/2)*2.EQ.J) THEN 
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!Counter of windows 
!Counter Transition times L.B. 

!Start with slug 

!Beginning of the slug 

!End of the slug 
!Corrects first window in slug when needed 

!First window 
!Begin of window 

!Final time of window in slug 
!Duration of the liquid slug 

!"Flag" 

!Liquid to gas transition 
!Exceeding the end of the window IF (T(J).GT.TWINF) THEN 

ICOUNT(IW)=ICOUNT(IW)+ I 
IF(IW.EQ.IWBEG)THEN 
TWI(IW)= TWI(IW)+ TWINDUR 
ELSE 

!Correction of 1st window dur. 

ELSE 

TWI(IW)= TWI(IW)+ TWIN 
ENDIF 

TWINB= TWINF 
TWINF= TWINF+ TWIN 

!Begin of new window 
!End of new window 

IF (TWINF.LE.TEND) THEN 
IW=IW+l 
IWMAX=MAX0(IWMAX,IW) 
GOTO 16 

!Maximum window number 

ELSE 
J=J-1 
GOTO 50 
ENDIF 

ELSE 
TEVEN=T(J) 
GOTO 10 
ENDIF 

!New liquid slug 

!Gas/ liquid transition 
!Liquid to gas transition 

IF (T(J).GT.TWINF) THEN 
IF(TEVEN.NE.-1 )THEN 

IF(TEVEN.GE.TWINB) THEN 
TWG(IW)= TWG(IW)+ TWINF-TE VEN 
IBW(IW)=IBW(IW)+ I 
ICOUNT(IW)=ICOUNT(IW)+ I 

ELSE 

IF(IW .EQ.IWBEG )THEN !Corr. I st wind. 
TWI(IW)= TWI(IW)+ TWINDUR 
ELSE 
TWI(IW)= TWI(IW)+ TWIN 
ENDIF 

TWG(IW)= TWG(IW)+ TWIN 
IBW(IW)=IBW(IW)+ I 

!Whole window gas 
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ICOUNT(IW)=ICOUNT(IW)+ I 
IF(IW.EQ.IWBEG)THEN !Corr.1st wind. 
TWI(IW)= TWI(IW)+ TWINDUR 

ENDIF 

ELSE 
TWI(IW)= TWI(IW)+ TWIN 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 
IW=IW+l 
TWINB= TWINF 
TWINF= TWINF+ TWIN 

ELSE 

IF (TWINF.LE.TEND) THEN 
IWMAX=MAX0(IWMAX,IW) 
GOTO 18 
ELSE 
J=J-1 
GOTO 50 
ENDIF 

TODD= T(J) !Gas/liquid transition 
IF(TEVEN.NE.-1 )THEN 

IF (TEVEN.LT.TWINB) THEN 
TWG(IW)=TWG(IW)+ TODD-TWINB 
IBW{IW)=IBW(IW)+ I 
ELSE 
TWG(IW)=TWG(IW)+ TODD-TEVEN 
IBW{IW)=IBW(IW)+ I 
ENDIF 

ELSE 
TWBEG=T(J) 
IWBEG=IW 
TWINDUR=TWINF-TWBEG 
ENDIF 

Correct start of first window 
!Window begin 

!Window number 
!New duration of 1st window 

GOTO IO 
ENDIF 

ENDIF 
DO 30 I= l ,IWMAX 
A W(I)= TWG(I)/TWI(I) 
BFQW(I)=IBW(I)/ TWI(I) 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

!Mean alpha in windows 
!Bubble freq. in windows 
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A3.7 The subroutine "CAP" 

This subroutine is used in the program "RSHAPE" (A2.9) and it uses the Taylor bubble transi

tion times of both sensors determined by the subroutine "TAYLOR" (A3.2) in order to deter

mine the axial time difference in the start of the Taylor bubble between the two sensors. Care 

is taken that the same bubble is considered for both sensors. 

IO 

30 

50 
60 
70 

& 
SUBROUTINE CAP(TRl,ILBI,TR2,ILB2,TSTART,DEVCHECK 

,AXCF,AXCFF,NDF) 
DIMENSION TRI(l),TR2(1) 
COMMON D,UTR 
AXCF=0 !Axial coordinate of cap 

!Squared axial coordinate 
!Number of considered cap-transitions 

!Only considered caps behind this sluglength 
!Start with L.S. or T.B. 

!Start with slug 
!Counter probe 1 
!Counter probe 2 

AXCFF=0 
NDF=0 
SLUGMIN=8*D/UTR 
DTST=TRI(l)-TSTART 
IF (DTST.EQ.0) THEN 

ELSE 

1=0 
J=0 
1=1+2 
J=J+2 
IF (1.GE.ILBI.OR.J.GE.ILB2) GOTO 100 
SLUG=TRI(I)-TRI(l-1) 
IF (SLUG.L T.SLUGMIN) GOTO IO 
CHECKl=TR2(J)-TRI(I) 
CHECKIA=TR2(J)-TRI(I+2) 
IF (ABS(CHECKIA).LT.ABS(CHECKI)) THEN 

1=1+2 
GOTO 30 

ENDIF 

!End 
!Duration of liquid slug 

!Discard 
!Axial difference 

!Check for same bubble 
!Not the same bubble 

CHECK2=TR2(J+l)-TRI(I) 
CHECK=ABS( CHECK2)-ABS(CHECK I) 
IF(CHECK.L T.0)THEN 

!Check for the same bubble 

!Not the same bubble 

ELSE 

J=J+2 
GOTO 30 

IF (ABS(CHECKl).LT.DEVCHECK) THEN 
AXCF=AXCF+CHECK I 
AXCFF=AXCFF+( CHECK I *UTR)**2 
NDF=NDF+I 
GOTO IO 

ELSE 
GOTO 10 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 

!Do not discard 
!Total axial difference 

!For standard dev. 

!Discard 

l=-1 
J=-1 

!Start with Taylor bubble 
!Counter probe I 
!Counter probe 2 

J=J+2 
1=1+2 
IF (I.GE.ILBI.OR.J.GE.ILB2) GOTO 100 !End 
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IF(I.GE.2)THEN 
SLUG=TRl(l)-TRl(I-l) !Liquid slug duration 
IF (SLUG.LT.SLUGMIN) GOTO 60 

ENDIF 
CHECKl=TR2(J)-TRl(I) !Axial difference 
CHECKlA=TR2(J)-TRl(I+2) 
IF (ABS(CHECKlA).LT.ABS(CHECKl)) THEN 

1=1+2 
GOTO 70 

ENDIF 
CHECK2=TR2(J+l)-TRl(I) 
CHECK=ABS( CHECK2)-ABS( CHECK l) 
IF(CHECK.L T.0)THEN 

J=J+2 
GOTO 70 

ELSE 
IF (ABS(CHECKl).LT.DEVCHECK) THEN !Do not discard 

AXCF=AXCF+CHECKl !Total axial difference 
AXCFF=AXCFF+(CHECK l *UTR)**2 
NDF=NDF+l 
GOTO 50 

ELSE !Discard 
GOTO 50 

ENDIF 
ENDIF 

100 RETURN 
END 

A3.8 The subroutine "MNALP7" 

This subroutine is used in the program "RBFLOW" (A2.8) and it determines the total gas dura

tion, TBT, in bubble flow. 

lO 

SUBROUTINE MNALP7(T,NTRN,TEND,TST ART,TBT) 
DIMENSION T(l),TR(l) 
TBT=0 !Total gas duration 
TEVEN=-1 !Startvalue 
1=0 !Counter transition times 
l=l+l 
IF (T(l).LT.TSTART) GOTO 10 
IF (T(I).GT.TEND) GOTO 500 
IF ((1/2)*2.EQ.I) THEN 

ELSE 

ENDIF 

TEVEN=T(I) 
GOTO 10 

IF (TEVEN.EQ.-1) GOTO 10 
TODD=T(I) 
TB=TODD-TEVEN 
TBT=TBT+TB 
GOTO 10 

!Start 
!End 

!Gas bubble duration 
!Total gas duration 
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500 RETURN 
END 
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PROGRAMS USED TO CALCULATE THE THEORETICAL BUBBLE 

SHAPE 

In the following two programs (according to the two theoretical models) are presented that were 

used to calculate the theoretical bubble shape of the Taylor bubble. 

A4.l The program "SHA TB" 

This program calculates the theoretical bubble shape according to the theoretical model pre

sented in §3.3 case I. The film velocity Uf is solved numerically at different x using the 

Runge-Kutta method. x starting at the Taylor bubble's nose and storing only a limited number 

of steps (accuracy). As input the mean liquid slug length and the mean void fraction in the 

liquid slug are needed. The subroutines "RKDUMB" (A5.2), "DERIVS" (A5.4) and "RK4" 

(A5.5) perform the numerical solution procedure. The results are stored in a data file as fol

lows. First of all the mixture velocity, the translational velocity, the Taylor bubble length and 

the slug unit length are stored. Then for each considered axial position along the Taylor bubble, 

the liquid film velocity, the filmthickness and the liquid film holdup are stored. 

PROGRAM SHA TB 
PARAMETER (NSTPMX=IO000) !Maximum no. of steps 
COMMON ACCURACY,DIAM 
COMMON /PATH/ KOUNT,XX(NSTPMX),Y(NSTPMX) 

& ,DEL T A(NSTPMX),RF(NSTPMX) 
INTEGER FN(l6) 
CALL PSOUTI('Name data output file') !Output file 
CALL INSTR(FN) 
OPEN (UNIT =3,NAME=FN, TYPE='NEW' ,FORM='FORMA TTED') 
ULS=FPREAD('Superficial liquid velocity [m/ s] = ') 
UGS=FPREAD('Superficial gas velocity [m/s] = ') 
ALPS=FPREAD('Real mean void-fraction in the L.S. = ') 
SSL=FPREAD('Mean liquid slug length [in pipe DJ = ') 
ACCURACY=0.0001 !Storing limited number of steps 
US=ULS+UGS !Mixture velocity 
U0=0.25 !Bubble rise velocity due to buoyancy 
DIAM=0.05 !Pipe diameter [m] 
SL=SSL*DIAM !Mean liquid slug length [m] 
G=9 .8 I !Gravitational acceleration [ m/ s2] 

UB=US+U0 Bubble velocity [m/ s] 
UL=US-U0*ALPS/ (1-ALPS) !Liquid velocity [m/s] 
UTR=I.2*US+0.35*SQRT(G*DIAM) !Translational velocity [m/ s] 
XI =0 !Starting point for solution 
VSTART=UL !Filmvelocity at x=0 
HSTEP=FPREAD('Stepsize = ') !Stepsize for numerical solution 
CALL RKDUMB (VSTART,XI,HSTEP,UTR,UL,ALPS,UB,UGS,SL) 
SLU=SL+XX(KOUNT) !Length of a liquid slug unit 



IO 
101 

& 
102 

& 
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WRITE (3,102) US,UTR,XX(KOUNT),SLU 
DO IO l=l,KOUNT 
WRITE (3,101) XX(l),Y(l),DELTA(l),RF(I) 
CONTINUE 
FORMAT(IH,'X= ',FI0.7,2X,'Uf= ',FI0.7,2X,'DELTA= ',FI0.7,2X, 

'RF= ',FI0.7) 
FORMAT(IH,'US= ',F6.3,2X,'UTR [m/s]= ',F6.3,2X,'LTB= ', 

F6.3,2X,'LU= ',F6.3) 
CLOSE (UNIT=3) 
END 

The program "SHA TB I" 

!Storing 

This program calculates the theoretical bubble shape according to the theoretical model pre

sented in §3.3 case 2. A cylindrical bubble nose is supposed which is calculated by the subrou

tine "BUBBLENOSE" (A5.l) after which the one-dimensional channel flow model is applied 

starting at the end of the cylindrical bubble nose and a limited number of steps is stored (accu

racy). The numerical solution is performed by the subroutines "RKDUMBI" (A5.3), "RK4" 

(A5.5) and "DERIVS" (A5.4). As input, the mean voidage in the liquid slug and the mean liquid 

slug length are needed. The results are stored in a data file as follows. First of all the mixture 

velocity, the translational velocity, the Taylor bubble length and the slug unit length are stored. 

Then for each axial position along the Taylor bubble, the liquid film velocity, the filmthickness 

and the liquid film holdup are stored. 

PROGRAM SHATBI 
PARAMETER (NSTPMX=IO000) !Maximum no. of steps 
COMMON CAPRAD,DIAM,ACCURACY 
COMMON / PATH/ KOUNT,XX(NSTPMX),Y(NSTPMX) 

& ,DEL T A(NSTPMX),RF(NSTPMX) 
INTEGER FN(l6) 
CALL PSOUTl('Name data output file') Output file 
CALL INSTR(FN) 
OPEN (UNIT =3,NAME=FN ,TYPE='NEW' ,FORM='FORMA TIED' ) 
ULS=FPREAD('Superficial liquid velocity (m/ s] = ') 
UGS=FPREAD('Superficial gas velocity (m/ s] = ') 
ALPS=FPREAD('Real mean void-fraction in the L.S. = ') 
SSL=FPREAD('Mean liquid slug length [in pipe D] = ') 
ACCURACY=0.0001 !Storing limited number of steps 
US=ULS+UGS !Mixture velocity (m/ s] 
U0=0.25 !Bubble rise velocity due to buoyancy 
DIAM=0.05 !Pipe diameter (m] 
CAPRAD=0.75*DIAM/ 2 !Radius of the bubble nose 
DELST=0.125*DIAM !Start of channel flow model 
SL=SSL*DIAM !Mean liquid slug length [m] 
G=9.81 Gravitational acceleration (m/ s2] 

UB=US+U0 !Bubble velocity (m/ s] 
UL= US- U0* ALPS/ ( I -ALPS) !Liquid velocity [ m/ s] 
UTR=l .2*US+0.35*SQRT(G*DIAM) !Translational velocity 
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RFST ART =4*DELST /DIAM-4*(DELST /DIAM)**2 !Liquid film holdup 
UFSTART=UTR-(UTR-UL)*(l-ALPS)/RFSTART !Start value filmvelocity 
XI =CAPRAD !Startvalue x, numerical solution 
HSTEP=FPREAD('Stepsize = ') !Stepsize for numerical solution 
CALL BUBBLENOSE(HSTEP ,ALPS, UL, UTR) 
CALL RKDUMBl (UFST ART,Xl ,HSTEP,UTR,UL,ALPS,UB,UGS,SL) 
SLU=SL+XX(KOUNT) !Length of slug unit 
WRITE (3,102) US,UTR,XX(KOUNT),SLU !Storing 
DO 10 1=1,KOUNT 
WRITE (3,101) XX(I), Y(I),DEL T A(l),RF(I) 

10 CONTINUE 
101 FORMAT(IH,'X= ',FI0.7,2X,'Uf= ',FI0.7,2X,'DELTA= ',FI0.7,2X, 

& 'RF= ',FI0.7) 
102 FORMAT(IH,'US= ',F6.3,2X,'UTR [m/s)= ',F6.3,2X,'LTB= ', 

& F6.3,2X,'LU= ',F6.3) 
CLOSE (UNIT=3) 
END 
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SUBROUTINES USED TO CALCULATE THE THEORETICAL BUBBLE 

SHAPE 

In the following the subroutines that are used in the programs of appendix A4 are presented 

together with a short explanation. 

A5.l The subroutine "BUBBLENOSE" 

This subroutine is used in the program "SHATBl" (A4.2) and it calculates a cylindrical bubble 

nose for the Taylor bubble. The liquid film holdup changes linear from RS in the liquid slug to 

RFCE at the end of the bubble nose. The solution is proceeded for equal steps HSTEP. 

& 

A5.2 

SUBROUTINE BUBBLENOSE(HSTEP ,ALPS, UL, UTR) 
PARAMETER (NSTPMX=lO000) 
COMMON CAPRAD,DIAM 
COMMON /PA TH/ KOUNT,XX(NSTPMX), Y(NSTPMX),DEL T A(NSTPMX) 

,RF(NSTPMX) 
RS=l.-ALPS 
RFCE= l-(2*CAPRAD/DIAM)**2 
X=0 
KOUNT=0 
KOUNT=KOUNT+l 
R=CAPRAD-X 
YRAD=0.025-SQRT( CAPRAD**2-R **2) 
XX(KOUNT)=X 

!Liquid holdup in the liquid slug 
!Liquid holdup in the film at end of cap 

!Start of the Taylor bubble 
!Index of stored points 

Local bubble nose radius 

DEL T A(KOUNT)= YRAD 
RF(KOUNT)=(RFCE-RS)*X/CAPRAD+RS 
Y(KOUNT)=UTR-RS*(UTR-UL)/RF(KOUNT) 
X=X+HSTEP 

!Film thickness 
!Liquid film holdup 

!Film velocity 
Proceed solution HSTEP 

IF (X.LE.CAPRAD-HSTEP) GOTO 10 
RETURN 
END 

The subroutine "RKDUMB" 

This subroutine is used in the program "SHA TB" (A4. l ). Starting from initial values VST ART 

known at Xl, the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method is used to advance HSTEP equal incre

ments to X2. The results are stored in the common block PA TH. 

& 

SUBROUTINE RKDUMB(VST ART,X l ,HSTEP,UTR, UL,ALPS, UB, UGS,SL) 
PARAMETER (NSTPMX=IO000) !Maximum no. of steps 
COMMON ACCURACY,DIAM 
COMMON /PA TH/ KOUNT,XX(NSTPMX), Y(NSTPMX),DEL T A(NSTPMX) 

,RF(NSTPMX) 
V=VSTART 
KOUNT=0 

!Load starting values 
!Index of stored points 
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RF(KOUNT)=((l-ALPS)*(UTR-UL))/(UTR-Y(KOUNT)) !Liquid film holdup 
DEL T A(KOUNT)=(DIAM-DIAM*SQRT( 1-RF(KOUNT)) )/2 !Film thickness at x 
X=Xl 
H=HSTEP 
RS=( 1.-ALPS) 
AREA=0 

!Stepsize 
!Liquid holdup of liquid slug 

KOUNT =KOUNT + l 
CALL DERIVS(X, V, UTR, UL,ALPS,DV) 
CALL RK4(V,DV,X,H,UTR,UL,ALPS,V) 
X=X+H 
XX(KOUNT)=X 
Y(KOUNT)=V 
RF0=(UTR-UL)*RS/(UTR-YLAST) 
RFl=(UTR-UL)*RS/(UTR-Y(KOUNT)) 
RF(KOUNT)=((l-ALPS)*(UTR-UL))/(UTR-Y(KOUNT)) 

!Store intermediate steps 
!Film velocity 

DEL T A(KOUNT)=(DIAM- DIAM*SQRT( 1-RF(KOUNT)) )/2 !Film thickness at x 
DX=H 
AREA=AREA+(RF0+RF l )*DX/2 
UGSV=UB*(l.-RS)+UTR*RS*X/(SL+X)-UTR*AREA/(SL+X) 
IF (UGSV-UGS.LT.l.E-10) THEN 

DELCHECK=DEL T A(KOUNT-1 )-DELT A(KOUNT) 
IF (DELCHECK.L T.ACCURACY) THEN !Store only certain points 
YLAST = Y(KOUNT) 
KOUNT =KOUNT -1 
GOTO 10 
ENDIF 

YLAST=Y(KOUNT) 
GOTO 10 
ENDIF 
XE=X 
RETURN 
END 

The subroutine "RKDUMBl" 

!Length of Taylor bubble 

This subroutine is used in the program "SHATBl" (A4.2) and differs only slightly from the 

subroutine "RKDUMB" (A5.2). This subroutine takes into account the effect of the cylindrical 

bubble nose as calculated by the subroutine "BUBBLENOSE" (A5. l ). 

& 

SUBROUTINE RKDUMBI(VSTART,Xl,HSTEP,UTR,UL,ALPS,UB,UGS,SL) 
PARAMETER (NSTPMX=l0000) !Maximum no. of steps 
COMMON CAPRAD,DIAM,ACCURACY 
COMMON /PATH/ KOUNT,XX(NSTPMX),Y(NSTPMX),DELTA(NSTPMX) 

,RF(NSTPMX) 
V=VSTART 
KOUNT=KOUNT+l 
Y(KOUNT)=V 

!Load starting values 
!Index of stored points 

!Film velocity 
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YLAST=V 
XX(KOUNT)=Xl !Axial position along T.B. 
RF(KOUNT)=((l-ALPS)*(UTR-UL))/(UTR- Y(KOUNT)) !Liquid holdup at x 
DEL T A(KOUNT)=(DIAM-DIAM*SQRT(l-RF(KOUNT)))/2 !Film thickness at x 
X=Xl !Startvalue 
H=HSTEP !Stepsize 
RS=(l.-ALPS) !Liquid holdup in the liquid slug 
AREA=0 
CAPAREA=((0.5-RS)*0.5+RS)*CAPRAD !Area of cap 

10 KOUNT=KOUNT+l 
CALL DERIVS(X, V ,UTR,UL,ALPS,DV) 
CALL RK4(V ,DV ,X,H, UTR,UL,ALPS, V) 
X=X+H 
XX(KOUNT)=X !Store intermediate steps 
Y(KOUNT)=V 
RF0=(UTR- UL )*RS/(UTR-YLAST) !Integration 
RFl=(UTR-UL)*RS/(UTR-Y(KOUNT)) 
RF(KOUNT)=((l-ALPS)*(UTR-UL))/(UTR-Y(KOUNT)) !Filmvelocity at x 
DELTA(KOUNT)=(DIAM-DIAM*SQRT(l-RF(KOUNT)))/2 !Filmthickness at x 
DX=H 
AREA=AREA+(RF0+RF 1 )*DX/2 
UGSV=UB*(l .-RS)+UTR*RS*X/ (SL+X)-UTR*(AREA+CAPAREA)/(SL+X) 
IF (UGSV-UGS.LT.l.E-10) THEN 

DELCHECK=DEL T A(KOUNT-1 )-DEL T A(KOUNT) !Accuracy 
IF(DELCHECK.L T.ACCURACY) THEN 

ENDIF 
YLAST = Y(KOUNT) 
GOTO 10 
ENDIF 
XE=X 
UFE=Y(KOUNT) 
RETURN 
END 

YLAST=Y(KOUNT) 
KOUNT =KOUNT-1 
GOTO 10 

A5.4 The subroutine "DERIVS" 

!Taylor bubble length 
!Final filmvelocity 

This subroutine is used in the programs "SHATB" (A4.l) and "SHATBI" (A4.2). The parameters 

X and Y (filmvelocity) are input and the derivative DYDX is calculated. 

SUBROUTINE DERIVS(X, Y, UTR,UL,ALPS,DYDX) 
DIAM=0.05 
GRAV=9.81 
RHOG=l.2 
RHOL=997 
FW=0.01015 

!Pipe diameter [m] 
!Gravitational acceleration [m/ s2] 

!Air density [kg/ m3] 

!Liquid density [kg/ m3 ] 

!Turbulent friction factor 
AFACTOR=GRA V*(RHOL-RHOG)/ (UTR-Y)/ RHOL 
BFACTOR=2*Fw/ (DIAM*(l-ALPS)*(UTR-UL)) 
DYDX=-AF ACTOR- BF ACTOR *Y* ABS(Y) 
RETURN 
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END 

A5.5 The subroutine "RK4" 

This subroutine is used in the programs "SHATB" (A4.1) and "SHATBl" (A4.2). For a given 

value for Y (filmvelocity) and the derivative DYDX known at X, the fourth order Runge

Kutta method is used to advance the solution over an interval H and return the incremented 

variable as YOUT. 

SUBROUTINE RK4(Y,DYDX,X,H,UTR,UL,ALPS, YOUT) 
HH=H*0.5 
H6=H/6. 
XH=X+HH 
YT=Y+HH*DYDX 
CALL DERIVS(XH, YT,UTR,UL,ALPS,DYT) 
YT=Y+HH*DYT 
CALL DERIVS(XH, YT,UTR,UL,ALPS,DYM) 
YT=Y+H*DYM 
DYM=DYT +DYM 
CALL DERIVS(X+H,YT,UTR,UL,ALPS,DYT) 
YOUT=Y+H6*(DYDX+DYT+2.*DYM) 
RETURN 
END 

!First step 
!Second step 

!Third step 

!Fourth step 
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